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Abstract

[S]ocial identity is not usually explicitly encoded by language but

rather is a social meaning that one usually infers on the basis of

one's sense of[...] linguistic constructions.

(Oehs, 1993: 289)

Contemporary theories posit that gender is performalive (e.g., Butler, 1990): that it is

something one does rather than something one has. Early variationist sociolinguists (e.g.,

Labov, 1963) saw sex as a social variable, while later researchers (e.g., Livia & Hall,

1997) focused instead on gender, including expressions of sexuality. The study of

transsexuality and language variation is a recent addition to the field (e.g., Kulick. 1999).

This study examines three sociolinguistic variables ({I], intensifiers, and prosodic

variation) across a six-cell gender division (straight men and women, queer men and

women. and transsexual men and women) in Ottawa, Canada, to investigate the linguistic

resources that are used in the construction and presentation of gender. These variables

show different patterns of usage across the gender groups, suggesting a relationship

between the markedness of a variable (how aware speakers arc that it indexes gender) and

the strategies speakers adopt in using it. Transsexual speakers avoid using extremely

gender-marked forms, while straight men use linguistic cues 10 distance themselves

socially from queer men. These patterns are supported by Bucholtz & Iiall's (2005)

framework of sociocultural linguistics, which argues for an interactional modcl of

identity and performance.
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Chapter I

Introduction

1.1 Gender and language

Gender is one of the first things we notice about a person (e.g .. Mandernaeh. 2009)' is

that a man. or a woman? Traditional notions of gender have tended to be binary,

mirroring the biological distinction of male and female, but more contemporary ideas

acknowledge a range of masculinity and femininity. So while we still assess the male

ness or female-ness of strangers we see, we allow that some men have long hair, and

some women have short hair. The traits that we attend to change over time, and become

imbued with new social meaning.

But there is more than one way to gauge gender. Over the phone, for example.

we pay attention to phonetic and verbal cues, associating a low voice with masculinity.

and a high one with femininity. But there must be more to it than that. because we arc

olien able to tell a lot about a person by their voice, and by what they say and how they

say it. Some of these differences are a direct result of the physiological differences

between speakers, but many are not; rather, they are stylistic choices that people make

when expressing themselves, encoding a variety of social stances and attitudes in

culturally-salient ways. The study of such gender-indexing markers has been of interest

to sociologists (e.g., Chafetz, 1999), anthropologists (e.g., Geller & Stockett, 2006).

gender theorists (e.g., England, 1993), cultural theorists (e.g., Wood, 1999), queer

theorists (e.g., Jagose, 1996) and sociolinguists (e.g., llolmes & Meyerhofl~ 2003) - to

name but a few fields - lor a long time.

Tannen (1991) describes gender differences in language as gender/eelS, akin to



other -leCf.1' in linguistics: dialects, ideolects, sociolects l
. She uscs this tcrm to dcscribc

what shc vicws as two di ffercnt macro-systems of language use: one masculinc, and one

fcmininc. The idca that men and womcn are two vcry differcnt animals has taken root

socially. spawning an entire sub-field of self-help guides. Books such as Tanncn"s own

VOIi JlIsl Don'l Undersland (1991), John Gray's Men Are From Mars, Women Are From

Venlls (1992), and Lillian Glass's He Says. She Says (1992), explore diffcrences in how

men and women communicate, generally concluding that the two 'Ianguages' are similar

cnough to bc mutually intelligible, but only with training and patience.

Many of these genderlectal differences cluster around stcreotypical social notions

of masculinity and fcmininity (e.g., Goldbcrg, 1994), creating a complex network of

associations bctwccn behaviours (for example. thc use of a particular word or phrasc).

cxpcctations (... that women are more likely to usc flowery and descriptivc languagc ... ).

and altitudcs (... that women are hung up on feelings and emotions). To a largc cxtcnt,

thesc are self-reinforcing constructions, and serve to provide anecdotal evidcncc ofthc

univcrsal ·truth· of these stcrcotypes - an effect Eckert & McConnell-Ginct call thc hall

o/mirrors (2003).

Quantitativc studics of languagc and gendcr (c.g., Camcron, 2007), on thc othcr

hand, tend to find masculine-feminine distinctions to be a bit more complicatcd than

thcsc csscntializing stereotypes. Differcnces are generally not as clear-cut or dcfinitivc as

we would like to bclicve, and men's specch and women's specch are oftcnmore alikc

than thcy arc diffcrcnt. It turns out that it is difficult to tease apart genderclTccts from

those of other social indices, such as region, class, education, age, and contcxt. What

I DialeC/: the language particular to a region; idiolecl: the language particular to an
individual; socioleel: the language particular to a social group.



signals "female" in one place may very well signal "educated" somewhere else (e.g., Van

Ilerk, Childs & Thorburn, 2007), and what projects professionalism in one eontext may

signify a diva persona in another (e.g.. Podesva, 2008). Identity, then, seems to be a

multi-faceted construction that incorporates gender, sexuality, plaee, aspiration. and

The complexity of this construction makes it simultaneously interesting and

daunting for a researcher. There is so much identity performance being done all of the

time that the possibilities are practically endless. But how do you approach the problem

logically and scientifically? 1-1 ow do you assemble the eomponents of your study such

that you can draw meaningful inferences from your findings? One approach - the one

that I have adopted here - is to focus on one aspect of identity, and to minimize the

variation in the others. I examine gender, and to explore the nuances and the salience of

gender-indexing variables, I draw on the linguistic practices of people from a variety of

gender identities. In particular, I focus on six gender categories: straight men. straight

women. queer men, queer women. and transsexual men and transsexual women. This

six-way division of gendered space. while far from exhaustive, is more complex than the

binary division found in most linguistic research, and permits me to investigate the social

construction of gender quile closely.

I look at three gender-indexing variables in Ottawa, Canada, to examine the

relationship between markedness (how conscious speakers are of the meanings associated

with particular linguistic forms) and the degree to which said forms are used in the

presentation of identity. Both gender (masculinity/femininity) and community afliliation

(in/active in queer and trans communities) are enacted daily through linguistic choice.

Using interviews drawn from a corpus of native English speakers, I examine rates and



patterns of usage across these six distinct gender/identity groups. To forcground thc

cffects of gender and community participation and to minimize confounds from othcr

aspccts of identity, all of the participants consulted for this project have comparablc

backgrounds with rcspcct to age, cducation, and region.

Thc theoretical frameworks around gender and identity practicc arc discussed in

thc following sections, as well as the benefits of using this particular sample population.

I will also introduce the variables under investigation, which are explored in greater depth

in subscqucnt chapters.

1.1.1 A note about terminology

Throughout this paper, a number of potentially problcmatic terms relating to sexuality

and gender will be used. In particular. I use the terms queer and Irans with rcspect to

some of the participants. It should be noted that these are accepted terms within thc

respeclivecommunitiesinOttawa,andareusedwithbothrespeclandrefercnceto

spccilicorientationsandidcntities.

Queer is the prcferred umbrella term for the loosc association of non-

hetcronormative identities in Ottawa. It replaces the cumbersome and almost

immediately out-of-date acronym LGBTTQQIA2.. 2
, which is continually bcing amcndcd

to include emergent and ncwly articulated identities. Although somc mcmbcrs ofthc

community are uncomfortable with the term's pejorative associations, most people havc

comc to accept it as the least-bad option available, and the overwhelming majority of

young spcakers use thc term with pride and self-affirmation (c.g., Brontscma, 2004).

2 Lcsbian. gay, biscxual, transgender, transsexual, qucer, questioning, intcrscx, asexual.
two-spiril.ctc.



In a similar vein. the word trans is used in some contexts as an umbrella tcrm lor

anyonc who rejects the social construction ofa binary gender system (i.c., transsexual.

transgcnder, two-spirit, intersex, neutroi, etc.). In this paper, however, I am restricting its

usc to refer to transsexuals: to people whose internal sense of gendcr identity is at odds

with thc physical manifestation of their chromosomes, and who are taking or have takcn

mcdical steps to bring the two into alignment. In this study, the trans men (female-to-

male transsexuals, who were born and raised as women but identify and live as men) and

tran.\' \l'omen (male-to-female transscxuals) have all bccn in transition for at Icast onc

ycar at thc time ofthc rccording. It is worth noting that "in transition" diners Ii'om

pcrsonto person, depending on their personal situation. Some pcople immcdiatcly

pursuc hormone thcrapics and seek surgical intervention of one dcgrcc or anothcr within

thc lirst year of transition, while others restrict themselves to purely physical

intcrvcntions (such as breast binding for trans men) in the beginning. Thcrc are mcdical

as wcll as financial reasons behind thcse differences, so it is not practical to usc a

universal metric to assess transition. Nevertheless, using a one-ycar transitional

minimum ensurcs that the category is restricted to pcople who arc committcdto

transitioning, and not simply questioning their identity or exploring diffcrcnt ways of

prcscnting gcndcr fluidity (c.g., WPATH, 2011).

Thc term cissexual, which is also used throughout this papcr. refers to a person

who is not transsexual; that is, someone whose body and internal scnse of gcnder idcntity

arccongrucnt. This includcs both quccrand non-qucerparticipants.

1.2 The construction of gender

Thc idca that gender can be thought of as pcrformative is perhaps best articulated by



feminist scholar Judith Butler: "[Glender is no way a stable identity or locus of agcncy

from which various acts proceed; rather, it is an identity tenuously constituted in time

an identity, instituted through a stylized repetition of acts" (1988, p.S 19). She argues that

the social meanings of ,being a woman' and 'being a man' are not pre-existing

univcrsals, but instead arise out of the countless daily acts of men and women. This

pcrspective not only accounts for cultural differences - being a woman in sub-Saharan

Africa, for instance, is markedly different than being a woman in ew York - but also for

the gradual changes that occur over time. A man doing laundry, or a woman fixing her

car, would have been decidedly odd not so long ago; today, although perhaps still less

common than the reverse, these do not carry the same jarring social connotations. If it is

rare to sec a woman working as a mechanic, it is mainly because women in North

America are not encouraged to go into skilled trades; it is not because there is something

wrong with her femininity. Likewise, a man doing laundry is being practical. not

unmanly.

We can sec a similar shift in the social meanings of gendered linguistic choice

across time. It is more socially acceptable for women to swear now, for instance, or for

men to express their feelings. Nevertheless, the stereotypes persist: men are loud, blunt,

and crude: women are quiet, soft-spoken, and polite. While it may be socially acceptable

for today's man to use words such asic/blilolis or divine, it is not because our cultural

expectations of manliness have evolved - rather, it is because there is a new category or

male identity which is no longer taboo: that of the gay man. Thus, two men who may

share virtually identical physiological properties - such as vocal tract anatomy, which is

implicated in fundamental speaking frequency - can construct diametrically opposed

identities, almost exclusively through linguistic choice.



Socially, the speech of gay-sounding men} is more marked than that of lesbian-

sounding women (e.g., Jacobs, Smyth & Rogers, 2000; Moonwomon-Baird, 1997).

Indeed, most English-speaking Canadians, if prompted, could no doubt conjure a

stereotype of gay male speech with much greater ease than one of lesbian speech. and

there would probably be a high degree of similarity between what different people come

up with. There is no equivalent general consensus on lesbian-sounding women, which

Moonwomon-Baird (2007) argues is because 'sounding lesbian' is more contingent on

participation in discourse than it is on particular linguistic features (p. 203). Within the

field of sociolinguistics, more work has been done examining gay-sounding speech than

lesbian-sounding speech (see, e.g., Jacobs, Smyth & Rogers, 2000; Levon, 2006; Smyth

& Rogers, 2008; Podesva, 2008), at least in part because of this stereotype.

So, if gender is something that can be constructed and performed through

language use, we might ask: What linguistic choices do transsexual speakers make? Arc

all domains of linguistic variation- from small phonetic differences up to highly

perceptible prosodic changes - equally available for doing identity work? Or are some-

perhaps mediated by community-level discourse on language and gender - more

accessible? The transsexual speakers consulted for this project report that language is

something they consciously manipulate as they transition, working to bring their own

linguistic performance more in line with that of their identified gender. They are able to

enumerate several differences between the speech of men and women (sec chapter three

for a discussion of these observations), and can generally articulate a number of changes

lhat they have made or are trying to make in their own speech. But how comprehensive

} As opposed to men who arc gay, but who have not adopted any of the speech traits
common to many men who are active in the queer community; this isan important
distinction in the context of treating identity creation as an act of performance.



is their introspection? Are their linguistic changes limited to what they arc able to

articulate, or do they show variation in linguistic features that fall below the threshold of

what they can describe? In other words, how marked does a form have to be for it to

carry sociolinguistic meaning?

1.3 Investigating queer and tr-ans language

For a researcher interested in the intersection of language and gender identity_ looking at

language variation in queer and trans communities seems like an obvious path. The

choices made by speakers outside the heteronormative, eissexual mainstream not only

single out which of the thousands of potential linguistic cues are socially relevant to

gender, but also provide insight into how queer and trans speakers position themselves

relative to this mainstream. Why, then, have more people not taken their research in this

direction?

Fora quantitative researcher, the paucity of available data isa big stumbling

block. Large-scale corpora of spoken, vernacular language are time-consuming to create,

and rely in large part on the goodwill of the population the researcher wants to study. For

socially marginalized groups - such as queer and trans people - this is especially true. In

a time when political interests are often tightly bound to research projects, such

communities arc wary of outsiders who want to come in and take notes. There arc ever

present fears of being grossly misrepresented to the larger population, of having words

and opinions taken out of context, of being further marginalized or fetishized as freaks

and weirdos (e.g., Namaste, 2000; Brown & Rounsley, 1996).

Fortunately. these same barriers present considerably less ofa challenge if the

researcher is already a member of the community in question. This approach. known as



insider research, has a number of advantages over more traditional methods (Brannick &

Coghlan. 2007), not the least of which isthe fact that the researcher is trusted by heror

his participants. As a longtime member of the queer community in Ottawa. including

having close ties to the trans community, I have been able to collect a number of high

quality sociolinguistic interviews with queer and trans speakers. The bulk of these

interviews are with close personal friends, meaning that conversations are fluent and

casual, allowing me to capture people at their most unguarded. Sinee this is when

speakers are most likely to be using their vernacular - the gold standard for variationist

sociolinguistic research (e.g., Tagliamonte, 2006) -this approach has been ideal in

constructing a body of interviews for linguistic research. Currently, there are 48

interviews in the Ottawa Trans Corpus (OTC), including 22 with members of the trans

community. and 15 with members of the queer community.

Because the social changes that have allowed these communities to thrive have

been fairly recent, these communities are drastically under-studied. Quantitative

assessments of the stereotypes of queer speech, for example, arestill in their infancy from

a research point of view, and the linguistics of trans speech has only recently become an

objcct of study. As Kulick (1999) puts it, "One of the most urgent tasks facing scholars

interested in transgender and language [... ] is to start collecting and analyzing dala about

how transgendered persons actually talk - how they use language in a wide variety of

social situations to engender themselves and others" (p.61S). Kulick (1998) has

conducted work on transgendered Brazilian sex workers, and Hall and O'Donovan (1996)

have worked with hijras in India; but systemic, variationist studies of trans identities are

still new (sec, e.g., Brown, 2009, for work in Toronto; and Zimman, 2012, for work in

San Francisco).



What the OTC offers is a set of age- and socially-matched queer, straight and

transscxual speakcrs, living in the same community and -to a large extent- socializing

togethcr. This providcs an ideal samplc population with which to test hypothcses aboul

languagc use as a marker of social identity.

1.4 A roadmap for this paper

As mentioned above, this project examines three gender-indexing features across a six

celled gender split in Ottawa. The three features that I will examine are the phonetic

realization of[s], variation in the use of intensifiers, and prosodic variation.

Before presenting the studies of each individual variable, however, I will first

present some background information. beginning with the big-picture methodology

underpinning the research, in chapter two. I will introduce the two broad frameworks

that inform this study: the variationist program, a quantitative paradigm in

sociolinguistics; and ethnomethodology and ethnography, qualitative approaches to

studying social structures. In this chapter, I will also discuss the queer and trans

communities in greater detail, including how participants understand the social

organization of these communities. Finally, the collection and structure of the interviews

will be explained, and the OTC will be introduced.

Chapter three presents an overview of metalinguistic observations rromthe

participants. The final module of each sociolinguistic interview includes open-ended

questions about language and gender, which elicited a considerable array or opinion and

insight; these participant reports were particularly useful in determining which variables

to examine. and offer some useful perspectives on gender stereotypes in language.

The next three chapters examine each of the variables in turn. Chapter lour deals

\0



with the phonetic variablc, [s];chapter five, with the Icxical variablc, intcnsilicrs:and

ehaptcr six, the suprasegmental variable, prosody. Each of these begins with an

introduction to the variable, followed by an overvicw of previous research. I thcn

describe thc mcthodology particular to that variablc, describc the findings, and discuss

the significance of these findings.

Next, chapter seven is a discussion and conclusion of the project as a whole.

Here, I comparetheresulls from the three separate studies, and draw some tcntative

conclusions about the markedness of variables and the social identity work that speakers

arc ablc to do. I revisit the questions askcd in this introduction, questions of identity

practicc and linguistic choice, and offer some directions lor future work. Pinally, thcrc is

a rclcrcnce list. and thrce appendices providing additional inlormation about

methodology and participants.

11



Chapter 2

Methodology

2.1 Introduction

This study uses both qualitative and quantitative methodologies to investigate the

relationship between language and gender. The qualitative work, taken from speaker

commentary on language during the sociolinguistic interview. has two aims: (I) to serve

as a diagnostic for identifying the relevant social categories within the broader queer

community, and (2) to establish a benchmark of expected or reported gender patterns in

language. The quantitative work examines the use of three sociolinguistic variables -lsi

realization, intensifiers, and prosody - across six gender cells. While each of these

variables has its own methodological particulars, there are nevertheless some aspects

which arc common across the three. These, along with methodological background lor

the qualitative research, are discussed in the following sections.

2.2 Framework

'fhe quantitative aspects of this study are carried oUl within the variationist framework in

sociolinguistics (e.g., Labov, 1972; Tagliamonte, 2006), which relics on a statistical

analysis of linguistic variation to determine the underlying structure of speakers'

grammar (see section 2.2.1 for a more detailed discussion of this program). The

qualititative aspects will rely on ethnography (e.g., Gumperz & Hymes, 1964) and

ethnomethodology (e.g., Heritage, 1987), as well as the Community of Practice model of

group organization (e.g., Eckert & McConnell-Ginet, 1992a, b). Both of these methods

crucially depend on participants actively defining their own communities, rather than

12



having an assumed model imposed by the researcher (discussed in greater detail in

section 2.2.2).

2.2.1 Variationistsociolinguistics

Developed initially by Labov and Weinrich in the 1960s (e.g., Labov, 1963, 1966/1982:

Weinreich. Labov & Herzog, 1968), the variationist paradigm in sociolinguistics draws

on techniques from linguistics, anthropology and statistics to investigate structurcd

variation in languagc use (Poplack, 1993). It is underpinned by the assumption that

language is inherently variable, but that this variability is not random. Rather, it is

constrained by rules which can be uncovered through an examination of the various

factor groups that may impact variant choice (Tagliamonte, 2006). Statistical analysis of

the interaction of these factor groups yields three principal lines of evidence: which factor

groups are statistically significant, the magnitude of this significance, and the constraint

hierarchy operating on the grammar. This analysis is carried out using Goldvarb LION

(SankoII Tagliamonte & Smith, 2012), a dedicated socioinguistic statistical program

uscd for both distributional and multivariate analyses.

There are two cornerstones to conducting research within the variationist

framework: the principlc of accountability, and accessing thc vernacular (Labov. 1972).

The principle olaccountability requires that the research account not only lor the cases

where a particular variant OCCUlTS, but also all of the instances when it could OCCUlT, but

does not. This requires that variable context be adequately circumscribed so that the non

application environments can be correctly identified and coded. The vernacular is

spccch at its most unguarded and un-self-monitored, and is thought to most closcly reflect

the speaker's unconscious grammar. Sociolinguistic interviews are a good tool to try to
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access speakers' vernacular, through inviting them to talk about whatever interests them

most. While this can be confounded by the presence of an interviewer - participants may

lCel somewhat self-conscious or may try to perform 'as expected' - this clTect can be

mitigated by a familiar interviewer (Labov, 1966/1982; Cukor-Avila & Bailey, 1995).

f3y recruiting participants principally through a friend-of-a-friend approach, much of the

discomfort of unfamiliarity is eliminated from the interview situation, since someone

known to the participant has essentially vouched for the interviewer's character and

intentions.

Each of the three variables examined in this study has its own specific

methodologies: how each variable is operationalized within the relevant context(s), what

the variants are, and how they are analyzed, These are discussed in greater detail in each

of the relevant chapters (chapter three for [s], chapter four for intensifiers, and chapter

live lor prosody),

2.2.2 Ethnomethodology and community of practice

Ethnomethodology is a framework that arose out of sociology in the 1960s, in response to

what Garfinkel (1967/1984) saw as a critical weakness in the dominant framework of the

time: a presupposition on the part of the researchers that the social motivations of an

observed participant could be defined a priori. His alternative model, inlluenced by

Gumperz and Hymes (1964) work on the ethnography of communication, required the

analyst to suspend "any and all commitments to privileged versions of social structure

including the versions held by both the analyst and the participants-in favour of

studying hull' the participants create, assemble, produce and reproduce the social

structures to which they orient" (Ileritage, 1987: 231),
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This methodology has been incorporated into the work of several sociolinguistic

researchers, perhaps most notably in Eckert's (1989) study of the social motivations for

linguistic change in a Michigan high school. Eckert studied the social makeup or the

student body for an extended period or time before identifying two dominant social

groups: thejocks - those who "enthusiastically participate in, and receive the

sponsorship of, the schoo\"' (1989: 2) - and the burnouts, those who "reject the hegemony

or the school and in turn reel largely rejected by the school" (p. 2), in essence allowing

her participants to define how she grouped the school population in the subsequent

linguistic analysis orchange and variation.

The Community or Practice (ColT') rramwork was originally imported and

adapted rrom business education (Lave & Wenger, 1991) by Eckert and McConnell

Ginet (1992a, b) who rurther developed these ideas within the sociolinguistic context. In

the corr model, communities are constructed by the people who populate them - that is,

by their members. McConnell-Ginet (2003) defines Coil) as "a group or people brought

together by some mutual endeavor, some common enterprise in which they arc engaged

and to which they bring a shared repertoire or resources, including linguistic resources,

and (or which they arc mutually accountable" (p. 71). Eckert (2000: p. 3) expands on this

notion: '"A theory or variation as social practice sees speakers as constituting, rather than

representing, broad social categories, and it sees speakers as constructing, as well as

responding to, the socialmcaning of variation."

The Col:T' model is particularly attractive when investigating the relationship

between language and gender. One or the main criticisms leveled at many of the early

studies or language and gender is that they are built on the assumption or the uniformity

or this relationship (e.g., Bucholtz, 1999). They treat gender as a pre-existing, universal
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category, a binary template that can be imposed with equal justification on any

community in any situation. Within the queer community in Ottawa, gender is seen as a

much more fluid axis of identity, and there are more than two simple categories that a

researcher must take into consideration.

By using the CofP framework to look specifically at language and gender, I am

able to take a step back from essentializing assumptions about how people construct their

gendered identities. As IJolmes & Stubbe (2003) point out. the ColV model focuses on

what members do and how engaged they are in the community, but also "takes account of

the attitudes, beliefs, values, and social relations which underlie their practicc"(p. 581).

This is particularly relcvant when looking at constructions of gender in the queer

community. as many of these speakers subvert the stereotyped gender norms as a matter

of principle. On the scale of the community, these attitudes may emerge as group-wide

generalizations of gender that are relevant to the community members, but l11ay not apply

to the hetero- and cissexual population at large.

Methodologically, this study will follow the observed social divisions in the

transsexual community in Ottawa, and use these as a guide in developing the broader

social categories used as an investigative tool. These are discussed in greater detail in the

following section.

2.3 Community

Ottawa is the capital of Canada, and acts as a service hub lor many of the surrounding

smallercoml11unities. It isa large urban centre by Canadian standards, witha population

of around 900 000 (City of Ottawa, 2006). It houses the seat of the federal government

and the associated civil service positions. as well as three universities and two cOl11munity
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colleges. Directly across the Ottawa River is the Quebec city of Gat incau, with a

population of around 242 000 (Ville de Gatineau, 2011). The two cities share a number

services under the umbrella of the National Capital Commission; consequently. the two

municipalities are treated by many people as one. 1\ survey conducted in 2001 by PTS, a

local resource centre for sexual orientation and gender diversity, found that the majority

of the queer population felt that Ollawa-Gatineau was accepting and supportive of their

identities (PTS, 2001).

It is not known what percentageoflhepopulation identifiesast ranssexual,but

Ottawa has a fairly substantial community of trans-identified people, encompassing

identities that range from part-time cross-dressers to post-operative transsexuals. The

community as a whole comes together for a handful of events each year. including the

week long Capital Pride celebration and various other political and social activities, but is

more generally speaking divided into different groups, with varying degrees of animosity

between the various groups. The most prominent division is along identity lines, with

transsexuals selling themselves apart from other identities. As Alicia Reynolds ' (a male-

to-fCmale cross dresser, age 57) puts it:

"People within the trans community don'tlike each other. Transsexuals don'tlike

cross-dressers, and cross-dressers just don't care -that seems to be my

impression, not totally but- Gay people don't like trans people because we

make them look bad, and it amazes me that any minority who has been trodden on

could turn around and discriminate against someone else."

The exacl relationship between the queer community and the trans community is dirficult

to define. In some contexts, queer is used as an umbrella term for anyone who docs not

I ote that all participants are referred to by pseudonyms, to preserve confidentiality.
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identify as heteronormative -that is, straight, cissexual, cisgcnder, etc. - andthercfore

includcs transsexuals andtransgender people. In other contexts, the two communities arc

discrete, each pursuing its own agenda independent of the other. Many transsexuals

identify early as lesbian or gay - for example, FtMs identifying initially as lesbians

before identifying as trans men - and establish and maintain close relationships with

queer people and organizations. Other transsexuals identify as heterosexual, and do not

associate with the queer community at all. In the subset of interviews selected from the

aTe for inclusion in this study (see section 2.4.1 for a more complete description), the

transsexual speakers are all active to some degree in the queer community. This high

degree of contact with queer speakers may inllueneethe linguistic choices they are

making as they transition; if, lor example, trans men spend most of their social time with

queer men as opposed to straight men, they may be more inclined to adapt queer male

speech norms rather than the more mainstream ones.

Another prominent social division within the community is that of age, or

possibly of ideology - it depends on who you ask. Older speakers, such as Sandra Patton

(a trans woman, age 76), tend to fall into the age difference camp:

"Although it's dying out, there's still the submissive- subservient side to

language. Did you ever watch the little television series, 'Jeeves and Wooster'?

Well there, .Ieeves is- listen to his expressions. It's the subservient words that he

uses. It's always dcf"erential. And it's the same, I think, with women who arc my

age, or even those in their forties, I would say. But get the youngsters today, the

thirty-eights and below, it's not the same. Most of them have a social life which

involves work, commerce, industry, in addition to a social life which involves the

night life. So they have both, where most of the older women never had that.
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Most of them, growing up in my age, grew up at the time when women didn't go

to work. Womcn wcre women, mcn were men, and women wcre glad of it."

Somc younger spcakcrs, such as Fiona Henrikson (trans woman, agc 22), arc morc

inclincd to attribute the difference to ideology rather than age:

"I feel like there's a- there's like the older generation, but thcy'rc not like- it's not

a gcnerati-- it's 1101 a generational thing, It's an ideology thing, (t's 1101 a

gcncrational thing, Because ('mnot dealing, like- I"m not putting up with that

shit. Like, pcoplc saying it's a generational thing? Like, oh, it's just likc,

"You'rejust a younger generation. You have different ideas,'" Andjust likc, 'No

no no no." 'Cause there's people who are of that generation, thc older gencration,

who have the same ideas as us. (just think they've thought it through bettcL"

Whatcvertherootcause for this diffcrence, itnevcrthelcssdivides thc community in two

groups, an older group with an ideologically conservativc view of gendcr, and a youngcr

one with a more contemporary ideology. Whether it is an age divide that mirrors

idcology, or an idcology divide that mirrors age is difficult to tease apart. Ilowevcr, sincc

this study linguistically analyzes only one age (or ideological) group, this distinction is

somcwhat immaterial in this context.

A similar age or ideology distinction can also be argued to exist in the qucer

community, As Vinccnt Donovan (cissexual queer male, age 3\) says:

"I see a distinction between two diffcrent kind of queer communities So I scc

thcrc'skind of-we'll call thcm the traditional quccrcommunity. And

'traditional' bcing very loosely used, right- Or maybe the 'transitional" quccr

community is a better word, And there's thc sort of more contcmporary, or morc

I don't know what to call it, progressive qucer community."'
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The difference, Vincent argues, is that the traditional or transitional queer eommunity

which consists generally of older people - mirrors traditional heterosexuality. A typical

transitional lesbian couple is what he calls "the lipstick lesbian and the butehy dyke", and

a typical gay couple is the "flaming fag" and the "straight-acting guy". The "butehy

dyke" takes on characteristics of masculinity, and the "flaming fag" takes on

characteristics of femininity. Vincent goes on:

"Where I think is interesting is in the more progressive, the more noll' queer

community, which is where I identify myself, because I'm not macho. I'm not a

straight-acting guy. I'm probably more straight than gay, and yet I'm stillmore

gay-acting, right? Which is kind of fun. But I certainly don't do it on purpose,

I'm certainly not flexing my flamingness or queerness intentionally. I just say

and do what I want to say, and it comes out pretty flaming a lot orthe time."

In other words, in the progressive queer community, the more traditionally

heteronormative gender ideologies arc blurred, and people see themselves as more free to

be who they are, regardless of social labels.

So we have the trans community with a dividing line around age 40, and a queer

community that likewise has an age (or ideology) divide, arguably around the same age.

II' we take this as a eutotT across all gender categories, then, we arc able to define one age

group for this study: under 40, and claiming to have a more progressive ideology. The

age eutolTof40 is motivated by the observations orthe aTe participants, and reinlorced

by an examination of each participant's linguistic commentary. Noneorthe speakers in

this younger age group espouse as simplistic and black-and-white a construction of

gender as do the older participants. While this is admittedly an inexact metric, it

nevertheless allows for comparisons to be drawn between speakers who have broadly
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comparablc internal conccpts of masculinity and femininity.

Table 2.1 provides a cell-by-cell breakdown ofthcsample population uscd in this

study. A more detailed summary of the participants is provided in section 2.4.2.

FtM MIF TO/III

5 5 3/

Occupation and cducation arc often included in sociolinguistic analyses, as they

are seen as ways of encoding the socioeconomic status of a speaker (e.g., Labov. 1972).

However, based on previous experience working with queer and trans informants in

Ottawa (Ilazenberg, 20 I I), the traditional gradations for occupation and education arc

not fine-grained enough to capture the economic and social realities of the participants.

Most of the participants in the OTC, and indeed all of the participants in this study, have

pursued or are pursuing some form of higher education, and many of them have two or

morejobs that end up straddling different categories in the National Occupational

Classification (Human Resources and Skills Development Canada, 2006). In this regard,

they reflect the overall demographics ofOltawa, which is a fairly wealthy and educatcd

city. While it would be worthwhile to devise a more nuanced and contemporary

classification system to accurately reflect the socioeconomic status of participants in a

study such as this, it is simply not possible at this point. There are nOl enough speakers in

the OTC to makethisa productive exercise, and indeed, it isnotnecessary for the

purposes of this project, since thc informants are socially and cconomically comparable.

2..t Interviews

By and large, the interviews themselves were collected using a friend-of-a-friend, social
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networking approach (e.g., Milroy, 1980), supplemented as necessary through online peer

groups run by and for the groups in questions (i.e., transsexual. lesbian, gay, etc.). Such

is the nature of the community in Ottawa that, even though a given participant might have

been recruited through an online organization and been unknown to me at the time of the

interview, it generally turned out that we in fact knew several people in common in the

broader social network.

The majority of the interviews were collected in the participant's or the

researcher's home, at whatever time was most convenient lor the participant. In two

instances, the interviews were conducted in an office on the University of Ottawa

campus, the participants' first choice of venue. While there was no remuneration olTered.

participants were offered a digital copy of their own interview if they wanted one; also.

the researcher drove several participants to/from work/home/other commitments before

or after the interview.

Most of the interviews lasted on average between one and one-and-a-halfhours.

and were conducted one-on-one. Exceptionally, two trans women were interviewed

together, with a joint interview time 01'2: 16. Additionally, interviews with lour of the

straight men were collected by other researchers in the course of other projects. so little is

known about the exact circumstances of the recordings. Ilowever, they were interviewed

by ti'iends, so the level of formality is comparable between these four and those collected

as part of the OTC, and the demographics are likewise comparable. So although those

speakers are not asked to provide any metalinguistie insights, they can be used lor the

quantitative aspect of the project. The interviews themselves are shorter than the

standard OTC interview, so in order to reach high enough numbers lor certain of the

quantitative analyses, the total number of participants for this gender group is six, not
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five.

2.4.1 Thc Ottawa Trans Corpus (OTC)

Currcntly. thc Ottawa Trans Corpus (OTC) consists of 48 sociolinguistic interviews

collccted in Ottawa, Ontario. Of these, 22 are with mcmbers ofthc trans community. 15

with cissexualmembers of the queer community, and II with cissexual pcoplc who arc

not activc in or affiliated with the queer community (sce Appcndix 1\ for a summary of

all OTC interviews). Each participant has been assigned a unique, three-digit OTC codc,

as wcll asa pseudonym, to prcscrvethcirconfidentiality.

With a corpus as small as this, it is inevitable that thcscgcnderdivisionsarc

coarsc: within any of these broad community-categorics, thcrc arc myriad other

distinctions that are socially rclevant to thc members that simply cannot bc controllcd lor.

Consequently, I willtrcat gcnder as broad exploratory variablc in this case, and rccognizc

that I am doubtless glossing ovcr details of finer-grained sub-communitics. Whcthcr or

not thesc sub-communities are sociolinguistically distinct from onc anothcrwill have to

bcaddressed in a latcrstudy. The corpus is still under construction, and as morc

intcrviews are collected, the OTC will be able to offer an incrcasingly accuratc sampling

ofthcqucerandtranscommuniticsinOttawa.

2.4.2 Subsct of OTC intcl'vicws

Thc subset of intervicws from the OTC that were selected for analysis in this thcsis is

summarized in Table 2.2. Note that each speakerisassigncd aonc-charactcrspeaker

codc lor this study. I\s notcd abovc, the majority ofthcse spcakers are in thcir mid- to

latc-twcnties. and the two oldest spcakcrs - speakers hand 8 - arc 38 ycars old. Both of
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these women have a very contemporary attitude towards gender roles and expectations.

meaning they are attitudinally distinct from many of the older speakers in the OTe.

Initially, five speakers per gender cell were selected. based on the quality of the

interview and the age of the participant. In the ease of the straight (cissexual. non-queer

involved) men. however, four additional interviews external to the OTe were included.

Table 2.2: Partici ant summa," ,
Spkr
code Psclldollym Agc Timc

Adam Kingsley 22 1:37
Nick McManus 27 1:32
Alan Sealy 31 1:21
Edward Keller 24 1:28
Chris I-luang 21 1:01
Cynthia Vilmers 30 1:33
Kristine Komack 28 1:34
TrishaJameson 38 1:46
Fiona Henrikson 22 2:16 *
Linda Underhill 25 2:16 *
John Kingston 31 1:37
SimonWinslOn 29 1:16
Edward ash 22 0:46
Matt McDonald 23 0:47
Bob Brown 23 0:32
Adnan Bari 24 0:34
Rebecca Smyth 29 1:40
Alison Kidd 30 1:12
Jennifer Franklyn 22 1:07
Renata Morden 38 1:36
JenniferO'Driscoll 30 1:39
Jonathan Earle 24 1:27
Lucas Williams 25 1:33
Daniel Lafontaine 31 1:56
Scott Khalid 26 1:06
Vincent Dononvan 31 1:35
McganWuthering 22 1:02
Catherine Loughton 22 1:35
Robin Mersey 24 1:20
Valerie Battersea 24 1:38
Caroline Roland 27 1:20

*Spcakers iandj were interviewed together; thistimc
rencctsthctotaldurationofthejointintcrview. Individual
cUJnulativespeakinotimesareshorter
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as discusscd above. These interviews were generously made available to mc by Stcphen

Lcvcy. at the University of Ottawa.

2.5 Choice ofval'iablcs

With gender such a prominent social marker, and with the tangle of gendercd idcntity so

heavily foregrounded in the lives of queer and trans people. finding variables to study is

not dirticult. Limiting the choice to those that arc easily operationalized, and that will

prove sociolinguistically interesting, is more challenging. The three variablcs ultimately

chosen forsludy are the phonetic variable [s], the lexical variable of intensification, and

the suprasegmental variable of prosodic variation.

The phonetic variable [s] - the particulars of how the segment is produced by

various speakers - is implicated in the stereotyped 'gay lisp'. This suggests that there is

some degree of social markedness associated with this variable, at least with respect to

sexual preference. This variable also has a rich history in the tradition of sociophonetics.

fi'om a strictly phonetic point of view (e.g., Flipsen, Shriberg, Weismer, Karlsson &

McSweeny. 1999; Jones & McDougall, 2009), from a gender point of view (e.g.,

Ingemann. 1968; Heffernan. 2004), and from a sexuality and identity point of view (e.g ..

Smyth & Rogers, 2002; Zimmann, 2012).

In a similar vein, the lexical variable of intensification may playa role in the

perception of women as using flowery and descriptive language, as well as comments

that women use 'more words than necessary' and 'superOuous' words (see chapter 3 lor a

discussion of participant observations). Like [s], intensification also has a history in

sociolinguistics. from a language change point of view (e.g., Ito & Tagliamonte. 2003;

Tagliamonte, 2008) as well as from a gender and identity point of view (e.g..
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Tagliamonte & Uschcr, 2009; Brown, 2009).

Finally, the suprasegmental variable of prosody, in contrast with thc othcr two.

has a very high degrcc ofsalicnce, particularly for trans speakers (scc chaptcr 3). It is

gcncrally held that women are more prosodically dynamic than mcn. and this is explicitly

statcd as a performancc targct for many trans people, with trans men vvorking to nattcn

their pitch contours, and trans women trying to increase thcir mclodic ups and downs.

Likc the other two variables, it also has a tradition of research in sociolinguistics (e.g..

McLcmorc, 1991; Guy & Vonwiller, 1984), but because ofthc nature of the variable

(discussed in chapter six), there havc bcen many different approachcsadoptcd. A lotof

thc rcscarch has focuscd exclusively on pitch (e.g., Baeck, Corthals & Van Borsel, 2011).

whilc others (e.g., Mixdorff, 2002) include additional componcnts of prosody.

Bccause of differing degrees of speaker awareness, I will be able to cxaminc not

only the bchaviour of speakers with regards to these particular variables, but I can also

bcgin to cxplore the relationship between conscious awarcncss ofa variablc's social

indices. and the sociolinguistic pcrformance of gender and community affiliation.

2.6 Summaf)'

The rationale for choosing the three variablcs under discussion is two-fold. First. thcy

occupy different domains of linguistic structure, ranging from thc segmental, through thc

Icxicaland up to the suprascgmental. Sccond,although spcakcrsarc not alwaysawarc of

thcm, all thrce have been prcviously found to have robust gcndcrdirfercnccs.

Working within thc variationist framework, and employing social models drawn

I,'om both ethnomethodology and Community of Practice. I will cxamine the rolc that

thcsc thrcc variablcs play in thc construction and prescntation ofgendcr. I am usinga
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six-way gender split in Ollawa, encompassing straight men and women, queer men and

women, and transsexual men and women. Transsexual speakers generally have a high

degree of metalinguistic awareness, as they view language change as part of their

transition, and are consciously aware of many of the stereotypes and expectations

associated with the speech of men and women. The transsexual participants used inthis

study are also active in the queer community, which provides me with an ideal

opportunity to investigate not only gender-driven language variation, but also who trans

speakers use as a model for linguistic performance.

Each variable is studied separately, and the findings are broughltogether (see

ehapterseven) in a discussion of some of the larger issuesassoeiated with the intersection

of language and identity practice: those ofsoeialmarkedness, identity practice, and

community.
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Chapter 3

Participantcommcntal1'

3.1 Introduction

The final module of the sociolinguistic interviews collected in the OTC deals cxplicitly

with perceptions of language and gender. The main goal of this line of research is to

elicit participant insights into differences (ifany) between how language is used by

diflCrent gender groups. Ifspeakers are using linguistic performance as a social marker

of gender, they must have an internal sense of the gender-appropriateness of the various

options available to them. Purthermore, different communities may have different sets of

shared norms; since this research project draws on interviews collected with people who

represent a wide spectrum of gender identities, the OTC provides a perlCct opportunity to

gather speaker observations of these norms.

It should be noted that these observations are speaker intuition only: they do not

necessarily have empirical support, and mayor may not. in fact. be true. Nevertheless. it

is fruitful to collect these casual insights, and to compare the expectations and stereotypes

as they perceived by the different gender groups. Disparity between reported insights and

quantitative observations may indicate a gap between the conscious and unconscious

linguistic awareness of speakers.

Where possible, the conversation was steered naturally towards thetopicof

metalinguistic observation. When this was not possible, the module was more lormally

introduced,with a statement along the lines of:

(I) I'm going to ask you a few questions about language and gender.

The questions were generally open-ended, presupposing little with regards to what the
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participants may have observed:

(2) Do you think there are differences in how men and women use language?

[i[yes] What kinds of differences have you noticed?

In cascs whcrc a participant's response was unclear or needed ciaI'ificationorexpansion.l

took carc not to ask Icading questions. Any follow-up was similarly as open-ended as

possible:

(3) What do you mean by X?

I made a point of not using terms or phrases that the participant did not first introduce

her- or himsclf, in the interest of not biasing or steering their responses.

Slightly different questions were asked to different groups of participants. Those

who self-identified as active in the queer community were asked about differences

between speech in the queer and straight communities, as well as the standard questions.

Several of the queer-identified participants did not need to have this division framed by a

question, as they immediately made the distinction themsclveswhen asked about

differences between men and women. With straight (cissexual) participants. I asked

questions about queer and straight speech only ifit seemed to me that the questions

would not make the participant uncomfortable. It is worth noting, again, that four of the

interviews with straight men were not collected as part of the OTC, and did not include a

module on language and gender. Chapter 2.4 hasa more detailed description of the

corpus, and the interviews included in this project.

With the transsexual participants, I also asked about their language use as they

transitioned, and about language perceptions in the trans community more generally:

(4) Have you changed how you usc language as you've transitioned?

[ifYe.\] In what ways?
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(5) Have people changed the way they use language with you as you've

transitioned?

[i(ye.l] In what ways?

(6) Do you know of any received wisdom in the trans community about how

to "talk likeaman/woman"?

[ilye.\] What are some of the things you've heard?

Note that. in the interviews themselves, the questions were not asked in such a (ormal

tone. I modified them as needed to now more casually into the conversation. However, I

kept the content and the choice of terms consistent across interviews, and in keeping with

the general aims of the project.

I will present the principal observations first, those addressing differences

between men and women, and then move on to the commentary on language in the queer

community. Finally, I will conclude this chapter with a discussion of how I extrapolated

from the qualitative observations (the participant commentary) to the quantitative data

(used in variationist analysis).

Note that, in order to be considered a 'principal' observation, a point had to have

been raised by at least three participants in that gender group. The exception to this rule

is in the commentary from straight men; in their case, the comment had to be made or

alluded to by both speakers.

3.2 Differences between masculine and feminine speech

The principal differences that participants observed betweenmaseulineand feminine

speech are summarized in Table 3.1. Some trends are immediately apparent: regardless

of the gender of the speaker masculine speech is seen as cruder, more direct, and with
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Tablc 3.1: Summary of participant obsc."vations on gcndcr diffcrcnces in language
use

masculincspccch

° more abrupt and forthcoming
° confidenl.fewornohedges
° short sentences. more authoritative
° flat intonational patterns
° less planned. less intellectual or inhibited
° ruder. cruder. rougherlanguagc. use of slang
° emphasize by speaking louder, swearing

more

° informational communication
• swear more

°uscshortcrscntcnces,blurtstuffout
omoredircct,confrontational;defensive

rather than collaborative
°flatterintonationalpattcrns.lllonoione
° deeper voice
° stern and intense
° less emotional content

° swear more. are more brutally honest
° use body language, physicality
° more direct
ointcrruptmorc

° less emotional. more task-focused
r::r ° oomacho"masculinity-at the extreme

masculineendofspcctrum
° swear more. generally cruder and rougher
°littleemotionalcontcntorexpression

~ ~ : :~~il~;~l:C~~/f~l\:;~~~,iS,::~~;~;'I:;als
O"~

° more profanity. crudcrgenerally
° more forceful expression
° competilivcwithothcrmen
° reluctanl totalk about feelings

° more slang.smallcractive vocabularies
°talkless.especiallyonthcphonc
° less emotional content, more fact-oriented
omorcaggrcssivc.tothepoint
° more sexual ovcrtones in analogies
° often dismissive of women
° common topics include: technical things,

cars. sports
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° !essconfidcnl.more politic-hedges (Iik<!.
you knoll'. UIII)

° usemorewordsthanncccssary
ogrcatcrinflectionalvariely
° animatcd, supportive of each other
omoredelicatc.morcpolitc.grcatcrsocial

grace
° use more open-ended questions
° emphasize by varying pitch. body languagc

° communication tobuild rapport

° soft spoken and indirect
° more useful/productive with language.

spoken communication
° more attuned to detail
osubmissive.accommodatingtoneattimcs
° more elaborate with language

° emolional contcnt and expression
° useof'superfluous'words(olllo:ing.

/abulous,/an/astie, lI'onderful, vervv<!r\'

good)
° apologctic.worriedaboutoffending
°useofhigh-risinolcrminals

° more passive
° use of discourse and quotativelike
° usc ofcxprcssionssuch as oh lII,Vgod

° more propcrword choicc
° talk more, cspcciallyon thcpholic
ofrcclyexprcsscmotions
° more hcdgcs (that'sillyopillioll, lVe'/Iagr<!<!

to disagree, lilli, all, + cavcats)
oindircctmakingrcqucstsandgiving

Instructions
° assume communicative responsibility
ocommontopicsinclude:dicting.food.

children. shopping. etc.



lillie emotional eontent, while feminine speeeh is less eonfident, more polite, and more

submissive intone.

Looking more closely at the data, there are a few other interesting pallerns that

emerge. Transsexual speakers and queer women are the only ones who mention

intonation as being a significant marker of gender, and they all agree that women have

greater inflectional variety than men, who are comparatively monotonous. As Chloe

Morgan (a genderqueer woman, age 19), puts it, "I think because guys tend to slip into

that lower-pitched voice, it tends to Ilallen out the tone of their sentence a whole lot

more." Exactly why these gender groups, but not the others, should focus on intonation

is not immediately apparent. It makes sense that transsexual speakers - who invest time

and energy into identifying and replicating the most salient aspects of gendered speech

should home in on such a performable trait and assign it a high value of social salience,

but the inclusion of queer women is a bit more puzzling. Is pitch generally something

they are more alluned to than queer men?

It may in fact bc more productive to look at this question from another angle:

why is that straight speakers and queer men don't see intonational variability as socially

salient? The answer for queer men may be fairly straightforward: because they

themselves use greater pitch variability (this is self-reported, and also a general

commentary about the speech of gay men - see Table 3.2 for a summary of the rcported

characteristics of queer speech), they may not associate this expressly with fcmininity or

with women. Straight speakers, not being participants in the critical discourses of gender

that arc common in the queer and trans communities, may simply not pay attention to

prosodic cues on a conscious level.

A second point worth raising is that transsexual speakers are the only ones to
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make the observation that men speak in shorter sentences, although both queer men and

straight womcn note that masculine spcech is more direct and to the point. This may

mcan that sentence length is below thc level of conscious awarcness lor most speakcrs, or

is perhaps difficult to tease apart from general bluntness. Alternatively, therc may bc no

actual differenceinsentencc Icngth, with transsexual speakerssimplyovcranalyzingthcir

casual observations, and 'finding' something that isn't there.

Another interesting pattern that arises is that neithcr straight nor queercissexual

mcn directly commcnt on the politeness or apology of femininc spccch, although

cvcryone else does. It may be that politeness in the queer community is not an exprcssly

fcmininc trait, so queer men do not comment on it. Howcver, if this were thc casc, wc

might cxpect queer women not to comment on it, either. Perhaps, thcn, politcness is

somcthing that cissexual men just don't notice. Trans men do because thcy wcre raised

as womcn, and trans womcn do becausc, although they werc raiscd as men, they pay

closc attention to patterns and differences bctween masculine and feminine speech.

Straight women notice politeness and apology because they notice thcsc things lacking in

masculinc speech, while being more or less continuously cxpectcd ofthcmselves. Peoplc

who do not feel they arc expectcd to be polite or apologetic may vcry well not noticc it

whcnotherpeopleare.

We can cast a similareyc on the other things excluded fromthcobservationsof

particular gender groups:

• Trans men are the only group not to claim that men arc Icss cmotional in their

communication. This may bc cvidence that trans mcn, having bcen socialized as

women and continuing to socialize to a large extent within the queer community,

pcrceive less stigma in the open expression of cmotion.
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• It is only queer women who do not observe that women are more passive or

submissive linguistically. It may be that queer women ideologically reject the

idea of female passivity, as there is generally less expectation ofgendcred

meekness in the queer community.

• Straight speakers -men or women - do not mention the 'floweriness' of fcminine

speech (using more words than necessary, having richer metaphor and imagery,

using lots of adjectives and intensifiers, etc.), although everyone else docs. Since

the generic "masculine" and "feminine" speech categories refer mostly to the

speech of the straight majority, this may be a case of people not noticing that they

arc doing something that is second nature to them.

3.3 Differences between queer and straight speech

The principal reported characteristics of speech in the queer community are summarized

in Table 3.2. There is broad agreement that the 'gay accent' has greater intonational

variety than the speech of straight men, and is generally more 'feminine'. This includes

the use of particularly feminine-sounding discourse elements, having a sorter or lighter

voice, and being generally more descriptive.

Thescobservationsarerestricted to the speech of queer men, however; as both

queer and straight women observe, the speech of lesbians is lessdistinclive than that of

queer men. Straight women note that some lesbians lower their pitch/tone, dropping into

the lower end of their register, but that is as close as these participants come to delining a

'lesbian accent' that is analogous to the 'gay accent'. Swearing also seems to be a

marker of gender, in at least some subgroups within the queer community. Some gay

men swear less than straight women, and some lesbians swear more than straight women.
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Transsexual speakers comment on the degree of community discourse around

terms and definitions, while the other groups do not. This may reneet that the most

contentious terms within the queer community have to do with gender identity, and so arc

more salient to transsexual speakers than to eissexual ones. By contrast, it is the queer-

identified speakers who observe that the boundaries of social acceptability are different in

the queer community than outside it, which may suggest that transsexual speakers arc

peripheral participants in the queer community, and so are more attuned to the

heteronormative standards. This seems unlikely, however, given the high degree of

community involvement on the part of these participants. An alternative may be that,

Table 3.2: SUIlllll,uy of characteristics of queer speech
o gcndcrdirtercnccsarclcssclcarinquccrcommunilY
ogaymcnarcmorccxprcssivclhanslraighlmcn.morc'fcmininc·

morcintonationalvaricty
olhcrcisalolofcommunity-Icvcldiscoursconlhcmcaningsofparticular

1V0rds/tcrms

o"gayacccnt":includcshighcrpitch.lVordchoicc.grcatcrpitch
variability/musicalitythanstraightmcn

o gaymcn usc morc 'fcmininc' cxprcssions(c.g.. ohlll)'god./. discoursc
like) than straight Illcn. and arc morc frcctocxprcsscmotions

cr' oscx,scxualityarcdiscusscdmorcopenly.socialbounclaricsof
acccptabilityarcdiffcrcnt

osolllccxprcssionsandtcrmsarcacccptablclVithinthccommunity.bUl
not outsidc(c.g.. /ha/'ssogay)

~ i :f:;b::l~~~ ~~:;~I~t~;i~~:~i:ll~l~~i:~;I~~~l~:~I~~~~~:~n0';:
o gay mcnswcarlcssthanstraight mcn; somclcsbiansslVcaralotlllorc

thanslraightwomcn
°n/a

o gaYlllcnhavcIllorccarcfuldiclionthan straight mcn
o gay mcnarc morcc1cscriplivc(usc morcadjcclivcs.inlcnsificrS.C1C.)
o "gayacccnt":lighlcr/softcrvoicc,morccffcminatc.highcr-pitchcdthan

straightmcn
o nOlhing rcally analogous 10 "gay acccnt" for Icsbians. although somc

IcsbianslVililowcrthcirpitch/tonc
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given the extent of discourse on sex and sexuality within the trans community itself~ the

social boundaries of the queer community may seem perfectly normal. A third possibility

is that, between the trans and queer communities, and the interlocking social networks of

both, trans speakers may not have much social contact with the straight community, and

so do not have easy intuitive access to the heterononnative standards of acceptability.

3,4 From qualitative to quantitative

Working within a variationist framework requires that the linguistic items selected for

study beoperationalizable. The particularcontext(s) in which the variables occur must

be able to be accounted for fully, so that the individual tokens can be identified and

extracted, consistently and exhaustively. The variationist researcher does not have the

luxury of picking and choosing which tokens to include; all of the tokens that fall within

the circumscribed context must be included for the statistical analysis to have any

validity.

The rigors of this approach begin to get tangled when the inspiration for variable

selection comes from the observations of lay persons. To a linguist, the correct name for

a word - such as velY or prellyor IOlal/y- that precedes an adjective is 'intensifler'; this

isa technical term with a very specific meaning, and is used to denote a particularsubsel

of modifiers. To a non-linguist, however, the vocabulary available to talk about linguistic

things is much more imprecise. One person may talk about 'superfluous words' and

mean intensifiers, while another person may use the terms 'nowery' or 'overly

descriptive language' to refer to the same thing. Conversely, the term 'superfluous

words' may be used to mean intensifiers - which contribute little by way of meaning - or

to mean hedges and filler phrases, which are also vacuous in terms of content. While
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thesc two phcnomcna are linguistically unrelated, non-linguists may classify them both

undcr the heading ofclullerand think of them as variations of the same thing.

Bccausc the choiccoflinguistic variablescxamined in this thcsis is motivatcd

partly by how salicnt or perceptible each one is to thc participants, thc qucstion of how I

interprctcd the participant commentary becomes a legitimate concern. Ilow did I dccidc

whethcr 'superfluous words' meant intensifiers or filler? How did I collapsc differcnt

dcscriptivc terms into onc category of observation? The terminology that appcars in

Tablcs 3.1 and 3.2, and in the associated discussions, isccrtainly notthc cxactlanguagc

uscd by my participants. I have paraphrased and condcnscd their commcntary, grouping

thcm according to the linguistic obscrvationunderdiscussion.

Since my interest is primarily in the underlying phenomena thcmselves. rather

than thc choice of words that people use to describe said phenomena, this approach is

adcquatc for this study. It is, howevcr, in stark contrast to the pcrspectivc that a linguistic

anthropologist or a discourse analyst (for cxample) would adopt, where thc object of

study might be choice of words itself. When I encountered ambiguous dcscriptions or

fuzzy analogies, or indecd anything that was not contextually clear, I asked lor

c1arilication. It probably seemed to my participants that I was being unncccssarily obtusc

on occasion, since I was rcluctant to introduce terms that they did not lirst use

thcmsclvcs, but I adoptcd this approach specifically to control for bias or Icading

suggcstions on my part. In an ideal world, unencumbcrcd by timc constraints or

conlidcntiality issues, I would provide a complete transcript of the relcvant portions or

thc intcrviews. For the time being, however, the summaries providcd will have to surlicc.

Many of thc participants commented overtly on prosody, in onc way or anothcr,

so this can be taken as a highly salient sociolinguistic index of gender. Thc use of
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intensiliers, which is alluded to in notions of 'superfluous' words and . 11m·very and

descriptive language', is mentioned to a lesser degree, and so can be seen as a moderately

salient variable. The production of [s] - aside from a handful of offhand references to

'the gay lisp', which are not really elaborated on in the interviews - is not mentioned at

all, making it a very low-salience variable.

3.5 A note on indexicality

The relationship between salience and speaker agency is complicated at best, and

completely opaque at worst. Labov (1972) and Trudgill (1986) make a distinction

between markers and indicators, where markers show stylistic differentiation (having a

higher degree of conscious awareness) and indica/aI's show only social distribution

(falling largely below the threshold of conscious awareness). Ahearn (200 I) delines

agency as .. the socioculturally mediated capacity to act" (p. 112), which allows speakers

the freedom of choice while acknowledging that they are nevertheless operating within a

system of socially-constructed constraints; thus they may be manipulating both markers

and indicators. but they arc limited in the options open to them. Ochs (1992. 1993)

develops the notion of indirect indexicality: choices that speakers make may not directly

index gender, for example, but instead index social stances that arc associated with a

given gender in a particular context.

Throughout this thesis, based largely on the nature of the observations provided

by my participants, I attribute many of the differences to speaker agency, in one form or

another. Speakers are doing A, or avoiding doing B, for reasons X, Y, and Z. The actual

motivations behind a speaker's linguistic and stylistic choice may in fact be considerably

more indirect: they amid doing B because it is associated with X, which in turn is
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associatcd with Y, which thcy want to avoid. A minute examination of the indexicality

of speaker choice is beyond the scope of this paper, in part because it would require

considerably more detailed ethnographic data than is currently available. A closer study

of such relationships will provide the basis for future work; for the time being, I am

restricting my analysis to the admittedly simplistic framework of direct inclexicality.
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Chapter 4

Phonetic variable: lsi

.t.\ Introduction

The participant commentary on gender differences in language discussed in chapter three

did not. as a rule, extend into the domain of segmental phonetics. Speakers tend to be

more consciously aware - or at least. more able to articulate - difTerences that they

perceive on a larger scale: with word choice, with prosody and intonation. and with

conversational strategies. One exception to this general tendency is 'the gay lisp', or

what Cameron and Kulick (2003) call 'the voice': "a cluster of phonetic Icatures that

have come to be associated with gay men's speech" (p.96). Although the participants

who raise the issue arc quick to point out that it is not actually a lisp at all, the fact that

there isat least some aspect of phonetics that permeates speaker awareness is interesting.

and worth investigating.

Using [s] as a target variable for this project makes sense on two levels. First.

even though 'the gay lisp' is not really a lisp, it seems intuitive that fricatives may be

involved in the perception of the 'gay sounding' voice. There are. after all. several

locations in the oral cavity where the constriction necessary for Is] can be produced; these

difrcrent places of articulation produce subtle differences in the articulation of the

segment. Indeed, there are instrumental methods that can be used to infer how far

forwards or backwards the articulation occurred (see, e.g., Stuart-Smith, 2007). based on

the weighted fi'equency of the production. Since this difference would be perceptible but

difficult to articulate without a background in linguistics, it seems a likely candidate for

inclusion in Cameron and Kulick selusteroffeatures.
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The second aspcct of[s] that makes ita prime variable for this study isthe widc

scopc of carlicr studics. This research (discussed in section 4.2.2, bclow) has found not

only gcnder differences in the production of [s], but also evidencc that. as a

sociolinguistic variablc. it can also encode other features of social identity. such as class

and community mcmbcrship. Given that the gender split I employ here includes an axis

of community involvcmcnt, [s] sccms ideally situated as a variablc to investigate the

sociophonetic domain ofidcntity practice.

I will first prcscntan ovcrviewofprevious findings on thc variable, and motivatc

thc limitation of this study to the context of the discourse particlc suo Ncxt, I will

formulatc the hypothcscs to bc tested statistically, and dcscribc thc methodology.

Finally, I will concludc with a presentation of the findings, and a discussion ofsomc of

thc implications ofthesc findings.

-t.2 Prcvious rcscal'ch

Thc phonctic realization ol'[s] has been a topic of study in the ficld of language and

gcndcr for several decades, beginning with two studies (Ingemann. 1968: Schwartz.

1968) that independently arrived at the conclusion that voicclcss fricativcs hcard in

isolation are often enough to idcntify speaker sex. Thc particulars of this finding havc

sincc bccn rcfined, providing a morc detailed description ofthc phonctics of the

production of [s] (e.g., Fant, 1973; Flipsen et a\., 1999; .longman, Wayland & Wong,

2000). Statistically significant differences along sex lines havc bccn rcportcd fairly

consistently, and morc rcccnt studies havc also begun to explorc a morc constructcd idca

of gcnder (in opposition to the biologically-determined sex categories), as well asthc

intcrsection of gendcr and scxuality. The most relevant ofthcsc will bc discussed in
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greater detail below; however, before reviewing the literature, a few definitions will be

laid out.

4.2.1 Definitions

Generally, acoustic studies of[s] are carried out with reference to the four spectral

moments (sec Table 4.1), although some studies have also included slope

parameters and segment duration as variables. The lirst moment, centre oj"grm'ity

(ColD), refers to the weighted average of the distribution of energy across frequencies.

The second moment, standard deviation, measures how quickly the energy falls oil on

either side of the CofD. Skewness, the third moment, measures the shape of the

distribution above the CofG compared to that below the CofG. The final spectral

moment is kurtosis, and measures the overall shape of the distribution (in comparison

with a Gaussian distribution). A related measurement, used by some researchers in place

orCofG, is peakji-equency, or spectral peak. This refers to the rrequeney at which the

maximum energy concentration occurs.

Table 4.1: The four spectral moments (Thumas. 2IJII: Ite/Tema". 21111-1)

MOMENT I: centre of mean frequency of the spectrum:
gravity (CofG) measured in Hz

MOMENT 2: variance range of energy in the spectrum;
measured in Hz

MOME T3: skewness
(spectral tilt)

MOMENT 4: kurtosis

how fast energy decreases as rrequency
increase; measured inunitsorskew
peakedness of the spectrum; measured
in units of kurtosis

The slope parameters arc a mathematical measurement of the slope below Uj'ol7!

slope) and above (back slope) the spectral peak (Stuart-Smith, 2007). From an

articulatory perspective, Stuart-Smith posits these arc correlated with the size of the front
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cavity (from the constriction just behind the teeth to the lips) and the back cavity (behind

the constriction), respectively.

Duration refers to the time, in milliseconds, over which a segment is produced.

for a sound in isolation, onset and offset times are easy to identify and clearly dclined,

but for segments that occur in connected, natural speech, the boundaries arc not always so

evident. This makes duration a more problematic variable to compare, as there tend to be

methodological differences from study to study.

4.2.2 Findings

Generally, it has been found that female English speakers have a higher ColD in [sl

production than their male counterparts. with females around 7.5 kllz and males around

6.1 kHz (Jongman et aI., 2000). Flipsen et al. (1999) compare peak frequency findings

across 21 studies, and lind that males are reported to have a peak frequency for [s1 in the

4 to 7 kllz range. while females are in the 6.5 to 8.1 kHz range. This wide range of

reported frequencies arises from the varying methodologies of the studies,so while there

is Iiltle the authors can say by way of direct comparison, these studies consistently show

that females have higher peak frequencies than males. Flipsen et al.·s own research,

which is aimed at establishing a reference database for speech language pathologists,

finds statistically significant differences between males and females on two of the

spectral moments: the female mean (moment I) is higher than that of lhe males by about

J.I kllz, and the fi'equency skew (moment 3) is different between the two groups, with

ICmales having a negative skew, and males having a skew ncar zero or slightly positive;

the difference between males and females is around J skewunil.

Early researchers attributed production differences of[s] by males and females to
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anatomical differences (e.g., Daniloff, Wilcox & Stephens, 1980; Stevens, 1998), with

ICmales' smaller vocal tracts creating smaller front cavities, and therefore higher

li·equencies. While this may on the surface seem intuitive, the fact is that the biggest

dirfcrences in vocal tract size are in the back cavity (e.g., Strand. 1999). which is not as

heavily implicated in the spectral moments of [s]. I\s Stuart-Smith (2007) points out.

'"the lowered frequencies so often observed in male (English) speakers could also arise

li'OI11 a more retracted articulation. which at some level is part of constructing gender"

(p.68). Indeed, Strand (1999) reports more retracted [s] variants in the productions of

males,whileFlipsenelal.(1999)reportmoredentalvariantsinfemales, further

supporting Stuart-Smith's claim.

Stuart-Smith's own studies (e.g., Stuart-Smith, Timmins & Wrench 2003; Stuart

Smith. 2007) explore [s] differences beyond the simple binary of sex. Incorporating both

age and social class - a highly salient social distinction in Glasgow - she linds that lsi is

heavily implicated in the creation and presentation of gender, and that gender is "known

to be constructed very differently by different social groups" (2007: 69). Using both

spectral moments and slope parameters as investigative tools, she finds that men of all

social classes and ages "generally use a specific and restricted range orlsl productions"

(p.81). while women show considerably more variation along age and class lines. Young

working-class girls produce an [s] that is more akin to that of the men, while older

working-class women and all middle-class women use production differences to set

themselves apart. She argues, "[c]learly differences in lsi arc not simply the result of

Igenderl arising out of anatomical differences, but rather from articulated differences as

part of the construction of socially-distinct gendered identities" (p.7S). Interestingly.

while Stuart-Smith also looked at IfI production, she found no evidence lor
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sociolinguistic variation with this segment. She concludes, .. the phonological contrast

bctwcen lsi and IfI Iseems to be] complemented by a social-indexical contrast such that

lsi is used to index specific social identities, but IfI is not" (p.82). at least in Glasgow.

Other researchers have investigated the role that sexual orientation, asan identity

practice, plays in the production of [s]. Munson, ./efTerson and McDonald (2006), who

also report that women produce rs.l with a higher peak frequency than men. investigate

the role that perceived sexual orientation plays in the perception of fricatives. They lind

that lesbian- and bisexual-sounding women have a lower CofG for [s] and produce the

lollowing vowel with lower Fl values than straight-sounding women, while gay- and

bisexual-sounding men have higher FI values for their following vowels than their

straight-sounding counterparts, but they do not have a correspondingly higher CofG.

This asymmetry. Munson et al. argue, is evidence that listeners make usc of acoustic cues

that they may not be capable of identifying or articulating: in other words, social identity

work can be done by under-the-radar linguistic variables.

Smyth & Rogers (2008) suggest that gay-sounding speech is modeled on female

speech; in support of this argument, they point to the many phonetic characteristics of

gay-sounding speech that arc shared with fCmalespeeeh. In particular, they report that

the production of [sJ by gay-sounding men shares comparably high spectral peak

fi'equency and long duration with that of straight-sounding women (p.137). I\s there are

no reported vocal-tract-size differences between gay and straight men, or indeed between

gay- and straight-sounding men, they conclude that these similarities are socially

acquired. rather than biologically determined.

The phonetics of transsexual language production has not yet been studicd in any

particulardepth,in part because there arc fCweorpora that ineludeself-identilied
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transsexual participants. Zimman (2012) has studied the acoustics of[s] production in 12

trans-masculine speakers (i.e., speakers who have transitioncd from female, but who do

not necessarily identify as men in the traditionally-masculine sense). He reports on both

the CofG and the fundamental frequency (FO) of his informants over the course of

approximately one year on hormone therapy, which has the cfTect of thickening the vocal

folds and therefore phonetically altering FO. During this time period, he records FO

lowering in the majority of his informants. by around 30 to 50 liz. He also notes that

some of his speakers "underwent a change in their production of Is]"" (notes, p.14).

although he stresses that there does not appear to be a correlation between the spectral

properties of [s] and vocal pitch (FO). Rather, he argues that the mean CofD for each

speaker is a locus for performance of gender identity. Figure 4.1 shows his inlormants.

arranged more or less by mean CofG. The three informants with the lowest mean CofDs

(Ethan, Joe, Mack) are the only ones who identify as heterosexual, while those with the

Figure 4,1: CofG means for transmasculine speakers (from Zimman, 2012)
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conforming to thc gender binary; this can include identities encompassing both man-ness

and woman-ness or encompassing neither, identities that are Iluid between the two, as

wcll as identities that exist outside a spectrum of masculinity-femininity), and those

towards the middle identifying as queer (i.e., not heterosexual) men. While Zimman's

work focuses mainly on the individual gender performances of his informants, and how

they make usc of linguistic resources to create and present their gender, it nevertheless

provides a good benchmark for comparison with the findings of this study.

4.2.3 Discourscso

for simplicity's sake, my study is limited to one contextual occurrence of Is], that of

discourse so. Discourse so - unlike some of the more gendered uses of so, such as

intensification - occurs with a high frequency in the speech of all the of OTe

participants. It can occur at the beginning of an utterance, as in (I), at the end of an

utterance, as in (2), or in isolation, as in (3):

(J) SQ, I was able to take it in French (speaker j)

(2) ll'lIbefiveyearsinDecember,~... (speakera)

(3) ...~... (speaker6)

Bolden (2009) differentiates discourse so I,'om its other uses, such as marking inferential

or causal connections between clauses (e.g., we were hung/y, ill we slopped al a dril'e

Ihru) or as an intensifier (e.g., ilwas 0.Q cold). Discourse so is said to have Icss

pronounced inferential functions (e.g" SchifTrin, 1987; Blakemore, 2002), whcre the

speaker is indicating a connection between topics but is leaving the specifics of that

conncction for the hearer to establish. In a similar vein, so can also be used to introduce a

new topic, in a way that is less jarring than simply starting to talk about something ncw
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(e.g., I lowe, 1991; Johnson, 2002). Atthe end of an utterance, so may again be making

an inrerential connection, or may signal a speaker's willingness to relinquish the floor

(e.g., Local & Walker, 2005). Occurring in isolation, so may be used to prompt a

response from another person (e.g., Raymond, 2004), or as a pause-filler.

4.2.4 Hypotheses

Given the previous findings, and the restriction or the variable context to one case, I

expect to find a statistically significant efreet of gender on the production of[s]. In

particular, I expect that maseuline-identilied speakers will have a lower ColD than

feminine-identified ones, and that queer men will have a more feminine-like CofG than

straight men. With regards to the skewness. I expect straight women to have slightly

negative values and straight men to have slightly positive values, in agreement with

previous lindings; I further predict that queer men will have values closer to straight

women with skewness, as well.

The remaining gender groups - queer women, and trans speakers - arc more

difficult to make predictions about. Previous research does not provide much evidence to

support one hypothesis or another with regards to trans speakers; Zimman's (2012) work

demonstrates that Is] is highly variable across trans men, and depends largely on how

they identify. Since the trans men in this study identify as queer, I would expect that they

would show CofGs in the same range as the queer men. Because of the low level of

speaker awareness of this variable, lamuncertainwhattopredielwithrespecttoeither

the trans or queer women. Zwicky (1997) argues that lesbians tene!to identi fy more as

women than as lesbians, so it might be the case that both queer ane! trans women - the

trans women largely identifying as queer as well- will pattern closer to the straight
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women. On the other hand, ir conscious awareness has a direct relation to whether

speakers are able to use a variable to do social identity work, then with a low-level

variable such as [s], trans women may be performing more like men.

4.3 Methodology

The data lor this study were extracted from a subset of the interviews in the OTe, due in

large part to limitations in the phonetic quality of some or the recordings. The subset

consistcd 01'24 speakers, evenly divided between the six gender cells. A total 01'20 uses

ordiseoursc so were identified in each of the interviews, yielding 480 tokens. Of these,

53 were excluded from further analysis for technical reasons associated with the

recording and/or the computer software. leaving a total of 427 tokens or Is I in discourse

so for statistical analysis.

For the purposes of this study, so was considered a discourse marker ifit

contributed no semantic or structural information to the utterance. This excluded any

intensilYing uses (e.g.. she's !jQ./i'lIslraling) as well as any direct causatives (e.g.. I/ol'gol

iI, !jQ we had 10 go back). Also excluded were instances where the preceding segment

Figure 4.2: Visually-identified central 50 ms of [sl
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was another fricative (e.g., IleJi class, ill... ). unless the.l'o was immediately preceded by

an audible pause, making the onset of the rs] clearly visible on the spectrograph.

I\n important methodological finding to come out of the Flipsen et al (1999)

paper is that the most appropriate place to take acoustic measurements is at the midpoint

of the segment. This is the point at which there is minimal articulatory interlcrence from

the preceding and/or following segments. This is the methodology adopted lor usc in this

study. as well.

The recordings were analyzed using Praat (Boersma & Weenink. 20 J 2). an

acoustic sortware package ideally suited for phonetic analysis. for each of the [s] tokens.

the central 50 ms were selected for analysis by visual inspection (see figure 4.2). For

tokens where the Is] was too short to allow for this approach. a sample was taken !i'om

the centre of the segment, maximizing the duration over which the frequency and

amplitude were stable (see Figure 4.3). I chose to usc the central 50 ms of each segment

Figure 4.3: Visually-identified stable central portion of [s]

lor two reasons: because this window is short enough that the majority of samples could

be measured using identical parameters; and because it is also long enough to be sure that

I am measuring something stable.

The central segments were converted from spectrographs to spectra using a Praat
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script (scc Appendix B for scripts used in this study), and both low-and high-pass lilters

wcre applied to each spcctrum before measurements were taken. The high-pass filter

eliminated ambient noise below I kHz, and the low-pass filter eliminated ambient noise

above 13 kHz. This preserved the range offrequeneies relevant to the study of[s1

(following Zimman, 2012) while allenuating the effect of the higher, non-I s 1 frequencies

on the calculation ofCofG (Lal Zimman, p.c.). To ensure that the low-pass filter did not

change the statistical significance of any measurement, the same measurements were

taken again using only the high-pass I kllz filter; the results were consistent with the

twice-filtered measurements, but there were more outliers present, due most likely to the

interference from other noises on the recording (Lal Zimman, p.e.).

The measurements focused on in this study are limited to CofG and skewness. as

the previous literature on this variable indicates that these are the two spectral moments

that arc most likely to be involved in gender/sex differences (e.g.. Zimman. 2012; Shadle

& Mail', 1996). Peak and slope parameters proved to be too complicated to measure

erliciently in Praat with this data, so they were excluded. Duration was likewise not

examined,astherewasunevendistribution between the speakers and gender groups of

thepositionof.l'o in the sentence, and there were pereeptibledifTerences inthe length of

the [s] depending on position. Peak. slope and duration remain targets of interest in the

study orrs] and gender, but are beyond the scope of this project.

I analyzed the measurement for CofG and skewness using SPSS (113M, 2012), a

statistical sofiware package widely used in social science research. I first tested for

normality in the data using a Shapiro-Wilk test, which revealed that the data were not

normally-distributed,sothelndependent-SamplesKruskal-Wallis test was used for

analysis. This non-parametric test docs not require data to be normally-distributed. and
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allows pairwisc comparisons between groups, to detcrminc which groups ditTcr

significantly from which othcrs. The Kruskal-Wallis test adjusts thc signilicance levels

whcn making pairwisc comparisons, to minimizc the risk of a Typc J crror occurring.

Pinally. the inter-quartile range (lQR) (essentially the central 50% of the tokens, when

ordered from smallest to largest) is brieny examined, as an indicator of how much

variation there is within the gender groups.

The results are presented in the following section, and then discussed in greater

detail in section 4.5.

4.4 Rcsults

Because CofG and skewness were measured independently, I will present the rcsults

scparately, beginning with ColD, and then moving on to skewness. For each variable, I

will examine the overall distribution first, and then look at which groups are statistically

significant from which others. This will provide a sense of the gender-indexing value of

both ColD and skewness. Finally, I will compare the means for both CofG and skewness

across individual speakers, to verity that the patterns seen in the gender-split data are not

a quirk of statistical calculation, but rather present an actuallinding.

.fA.1 Ccntrc of gravity

The Independent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis test conducted on the Cof'G measurements

showed that the distribution is not thc same across gender groups, l(5. N = 427) =

J 80.267, p = .000. Figure 4.4 shows the gender groups, arranged by mean CofD: the

means are provided in Table 4.2, along with standard deviations.

Straight men have the lowest ColD (4940 Hz), and straight womcn havc the
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highest (7500 Hz). Interestingly, masculine-identified speakers have consistently lower

CofGs than feminine-identified speakers, suggesting that speakers are aware on some

Table 4.2: Mean CofG across gender
oroups
gender 5t.dev.

corG
straightwolllcn

quccrwolllcn

Quccrmcn

straihtmcn

7500 Hz
7230 Hz
6610 liz

6290 Hz
613511z
49401lz

1038 Hz
107311z

9901lz

1235 Hz
8001lz
687 Hz

level that there is a masculine and a Icminine way to "do" [s], and position themselves

relative to this.

~
I. .1.

.-

j T
r:l

0'1

d'0

~
~ ., ,.

()

speaker gender

Figure 4.4: Mean CofG across gender groups
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The clustering ofthc means is also quite intcresting: straight mcn arc 1~1irly

rcmovcd fromtheirncarest ncighbours; ncxt, we havc the trans mcn, quccrmcn. and

trans women, whosc means are all fairly close to cach other, and finally wc have quccr

and straight womcn, who arc also quite closely matched. It is as though thcre are thrcc

groups: {cissexual women}, {straight mcn}, and a catch-all {evcryone clsc} catcgory.

Those in this third group arc allmasculinc-involvcd to someextcnl: quccr mcn being

male. trans men identifying as men, and trans women having becn socializcd as mcn at an

carlyagc. Crucially, howcver, there is a social distance betwecn thc spcech of quecr and

straightmcn; recall that the trans men consulted for this project identify as quecr, not as

straight.

The inter-quartile rangc (IQR) is representcd by the boxes in box-and-whiskcr

plots. such as Figure 4.4 (above). It is interesting to note that thc group with thc smallcst

IQR - and therefore the least inter-speaker variation - is straight men, while the group

with the largcst IQR is queer mcn. This suggests that the pcrmissible rangc ofcxprcssion

lor straight men is more constraincd than for queer mcn; that is to say. thcrc are many

ways lor mcn to sound quccr, but comparatively fewer to sound straight.

Looking now at thc pairwise comparisons for statistical significancc Crable 4.3).

we sce that this clustering effect is more or less maintained, although slightly

Table 4.3: Painvise tests fOI' statistical si ....nificance CofG
straight queer queer

men women men
straight women p <.05 NS
straight men p<.Os
quccrwomcn
queer men
lranswomcn

p < .05 P < .05 p < .05
P < .05 p < .05 P < .05
p< .05 NS P <.05

NS NS
NS

wcakcncd. Thc difTcrcncc betwecn straight and queer womcn is not signilicant, and
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straight mcn are significantly diffcrent from cveryonc: in othcr words, thc cxtremc groups

are behavingascxpcctcd. Thcsignificances betwccn the middle groups isa bit morc

ncbulous; quccr womcn arc not significantly diffcrcnt from trans women. but they arc

from quccrmen and trans men. Queer men are not significantly differcnt from cithcr

trans mcn or womcn. This suggests that, overall, thcre are threc distinct groups, but thc

differcncc bctwccn thc highest membcrs of the middle group and the lowcst mcmbcrs of

the highcst group is not as robust as bctween the middle and lowcst groups.

4.4.2 Skewness

The Indcpcndent-Samples Kruskal-Wallis test conducted on the skewncss measurcmcnts

likewisc shows that the distribution is not the samc across gcndcr groups.l(5, = 427)

= 180.439, P = .000. Figurc 4.5 shows thc gcnder groups, arrangcd in ordcr or asccnding

Table 4.4: Mean skewness across
"ender "rou s
gender

straight women
queer women
lranswomen
quccrmcn
transmcn
straightmcn

mean skew.
-0.10799
0.10549
0.2t951
0.42612
0.82445
1.16638

st.dev.
0.4175
0.5397
0.4294
0.5026
0.5724
0.5128

mcan skcwness for each group; the means are providcd in Tablc 4.4, along with standard

dcviations. Immediatcly we see that straight womcn have the lowest skcw (-0.10799)

Table 4.5: Pairwise tests for statistical significance (skewness)
straight queer queer trans trans

men women men
straightwomcn p<.05 NS p<.05
straight men p < .05 p < .05
quccrwomcn p < .05
queer men
transwomcn
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and straight men have the highest (1.16638); in fact, what we see is the ordering of

gender groups here is the mirror image of what we saw with ColD. This apparent inverse

relationship is strongly suggestive that both CofG and skewness are implicated in the

perlormanceofgender.

The clustering observed in the CofG is not as immediately apparent here. as therc

is more spread within the central four gender groups. In particular. both trans men and

trans women are more removed from queer men. As Table 4.5 shows, this is reOcctcd in

the pairwise comparisons. The only pairs that are adjacent in Figure 4.5 and that arc

different from each other are queer men and trans men; all other groups arc not

statistically significant from their neighbours, although they are significantly difTercnt

! ~:.

~ ~
~';

: I

T

speaker gender

Figure 4.5: Mean skewness across gender groups
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speaker

Figure 4.6: Mean CofG across speakers

speaker

Figure 4.7: Mean skewness across speakers
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from all others. This suggcsts a more gradient expression of gender across thesc groups.

with respect to skewness.

".4.3 Individual speakers

Because of the apparent relationship betwecn CofG and skewness observed in the

previous sections, and because both CofG and skcwness are calculated using weightcd

frequencies, it is worth questioning whether we are, in fact, measuring the same thing

twice. If the relationship is a product of measurement, as opposed to a naturally

occurring eorrclation, thcn we might expect to sec two things: firstly, that the elustcring

elTect would be maintained, which it is not; and sccondly, that the rankings of the

individual speakers should be the perfect inverse of each other as well. As figures 4.6

and 4.7 show, however, this is not the easc. Notc that, for case of comparison. ColD is

presented in ascending order. while skewncss is presented in descending order.

So while we do not sec a pcrfeet correlation between the two variables. we do sec

that speakers who have a high mean ColD tend to have a low mean skcwness, and vice

versa. This bolsters the claim that we are, in fact, seeing a genuine sociolinguistic

artifael, and nOlmerely a quirk of instrumental measurements.

...5 Discussion

Clearly, the production of [sl is a marker of gender in Ottawa English, at Icast within this

very restricted context of discourse so. This restriction is not necessarily a detriment to

the study. however, as it controls for other factors (such as phonological contexts). and

ensures that we arc comparing like samples.

Perhaps the most important finding to come out of this study is that straight men
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and straight women occupy the extremes on both the CofD and skewness continua. As

mentioned above, this supports the idea that there isa masculine and a feminine way to

pronounce Is] in Ottawa, and that speakers with non-straight identities negotiate a

phonetic space somewhere in the middle. Masculine-identified people tend to fall closer

to the straight men end of the spectrum. and feminine-identi (ied people more towards the

straight \II()menend.

With ColD, which is arguably the more salient of the two variables examined here

(in that it hasa fairly clear acoustic correlate, the frequencies at which a speaker expends

the most energy), we also see evidence of three broader gender categories: {straight.

eissexualmen}, {eissexual women}, and {everyone else}. Straight men constitute the

first group, straight and queer women constitute the second, and the queer men and

transsexuals make up "everyone else". There isa certain intuitive sense to this; popular

discourse (and a considerable body of research into the sexuality-linguistics interface

sec e.g., Leap, 1996; Zwicky, 1997; Cameron & Kulick, 2003) makes more

generalizations about the speech of gay men than it does about that of lesbians, to the

extent that it is not hard to conjure a linguistic stereotype of gay men. but almost

impossible to do so for lesbians. Additionally, for the most part, the trans men and trans

women who make up the OTC identify now or have in the past as queer: many of the

trans men express an interest in men. and many of the trans women experimented with a

gay male identity prior to transitioning. It seems plausible, then, that the three poles

around which speakers cluster arc straightlllen, straightlllomen, and queer men.

Another important point raised in this analysis is that straight men, as a group.

show less inter-speaker variation than any of the other groups. The IQR is narrower in

range for both CofG and skewness, and the standard deviations arc smaller, than lor the
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other groups. With CofG, they are farther apart from their nearest neighbour than any of

the other groups. This may reflect the social reality that straight men have the most

social capital to lose - at least in mainstream, straight society - by having their gender or

sexual identities misperceived. Generally, someone who identifies as queer loses less

social ground being mistaken for straight than a straight man who is mistaken lor gay.

This type of retreat strategy is certainly not new in sociolinguistic studies (e.g., Kroeh.

1978); it seems that speakers who distance themselves from another group tend to do so

conservatively. Without additional data, it is impossible to tell if the findings from this

study arc evidence of a change in progress, or of a fairly static state of affairs, but even

limited to one moment in time, it is nevertheless an interesting observation.

Related to this. it is interesting to compare the compactness of the IQR. the

standard deviation, and the general spread for straight men with those of queer men.

Queer men show considerably greater variability than straight men, particularly with

respect to CofG. This supports the social idea that there arc many more ways to "do"

being gay than there are to "do" being straight; siraighllllan is a narrower identity than

qlleerman.

i\ linal point to draw attention to isthe fact that many of the trans and queer

speakers know each other socially, and quite well. The similarities in means between

these groups may indicate that there is an effect of social network (e.g., Milroy. J 980),

and that these speakers arc affecting one another's production of [s], leading to a leveling

of sorts.

4.6 Conclusion

The motivation for choosing rsJ as a variable for this project was two-fold: previous
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rcscarch has shown robust genderdiffcrcnccs, and the variable just barelycrosscsthc

thrcshold of conscious awareness on the part of speakers. Using methodology drawn

from prcviousstudies, but limiting myanalysistotwoofthespectralmomcnts, I

cxamined the gender effect across a six-cell gender division.

The principal hypothesis tested was that masculine-identified people would have

lower CofG than feminine-identified people, and this is supported by the lindings. which

in turn support those of previous studies. I show that straight speakers occupy the

extremes of the scale, with straight men having both the lowest CofD and the least inter

speaker variation. In fact, there are three general clusters of ColD: {straight,cissexual

men}, {cissexual women}, and {everyone else}.

Altogether. the findings of this study suggest that both negative and positive

identity practices are being used by speakers in Ottawa. Straight men are distancing

themselves from other gender groups. perhaps to protect the social capital associatcd with

hetcrosexualmasculinity, or perhaps simply to avoid being misread as gay - quite

possibly. both. Straight women do not feel the same social pressure to distance

themselves from lesbians, so we do not see the same range between straight and quecr

women. That speakers who identify as women (cissexual and trans women) uniformly

have higher ColDs - and, correspondingly, lower skewness ratings - than speakers who

identify as men suggests a weaker effect of positive identity practice. with trans women

recognizing that a higher Is] is more feminine than a lower one, and adopting it.

These findings contribute not only to the study of social idcntity through linguistic

practice, but also to the overall sociolinguistic study of English fricatives. Few linguistic

studies usc a gender system that has more than two categories, although some research on

gay-sounding mcn has treated queer men as a gender group (e.g., Smyth & Rogers.
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2002).

rhis study provides evidence of the overall variety present in the production ol'[sl

in Ottawa. Further study on this variable, including expanding the context to includc

tokcns li·om words other than discourse .1"0, will further refine the data availablc on thc

phoncticsoffricativcs in Ottawa.
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ChapterS

Lexical vadable: intensifiers

5.1 Introduction

Intensification is a popular object of study in sociolinguistics, in part because the relevant

context arises so frequently that collecting data is relatively painless, but also because

changes to the system of intensifiers can occur rapidly enough that it is possible to chart

grammaticalization trends in very condensed apparent-time (Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003).

Intensiliers also represent a site of speaker innovation and creativity (Partington, 1993;

Peters, 1994), as it is common to find a given speaker using a variety of forms - some of

them brand new, and some of them reintroduced - in any given context.

Perhaps because of this high variability, intensifiers have long been associated

with particular groups of speakers. Stoffel (1901) and Jespersen (1922) link intensifier

use with women, children and what Stoffel eall"ladies' men" (1901: 102). More recent

work (e.g., Macaulay, 2006; Paradis. 2000) shows a strong relationship between

intensifiers and age; others (e.g., Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003; Tagliamonte, 2008) expand

on and quantify the earlier notion that there is a gender effect in intensifier usage.

Downtoners are closely related to intensifiers, although they have not been as

extensively studied within a sociolinguistic framework. Also known as compromisers

(Quirk, Greenbaum, Leech & Swartvik, 1985), lI1odera/ors (Paradis, 1997) and hedges

(IJolmes, 1995), downtoners have been chiefly examined with reference to their semantic

and syntactic properties (e.g., evelainen & Rissanen, 2002; Lorenz, 2001). No

particularly robust social correlates have been found with respect to downtoners (Sali

Tagliamonte. personal communication), so they have largely been excluded from
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sociolinguistic analyses ofintensiriers.

5.1.1 Intensifiers

Intensiliersare traditionally adverbs that are employed to scale up the value of an

adjective, and typically precede the adjective being modified- good becomes \'erv good.

really good, totally good. and so on. This set of intensifying adverbs is sometimes

broken into two categories (Quirk et aI., 1985): maximizers (those denoting the highest

value on a scale, such as completely or IIl1er/y), and boosters (those merely denoting a

higher value but not the highest, such as velY or really). Thus (1), (2) and (3) diller in

how maximally insane the referent is.

(I) hisdad is@insane(speaker5)

(2) all of them were~ insane (speaker A)

(3) I am comlJletelvinsane (speaker f)

Adverbs of intensification need not occur in isolation; they can be combined and

reduplicated lor further intensifying eflCct:

(4) she says he'sjusttotallv uncomfortable (speaker h)

(5) the punishment [... ] is like so ridiculouslv harsh (speaker 0)

(6) it's reallv reallv big (speaker $)

(7) they have ~.\pecific and unusual intercsts (speaker E)

There arc other strategies - besides the simple adverb -that can be employed to intensify

an adjective. Another adjective, for instance. can be co-opted to perlaI'm much the samc

function:

(8) it's likea lillIe tiny public school (speaker c)

Similarly. the adjective in question can be reduplicated as an indication of intensification:
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(9) she has bllle bllle eyes (speaker b)

There arc also periphrastic strategies lor intensification as well, which do not necessarily

require that the intensifying element precede the adjective:

(10) he's off~the-wall crazy (speaker 3)

(II) it's slIch a competitive program (speaker D)

(12) the ramps are confi/sing as all hell (speaker I)

(13) buying these boots was a hllge&!Jii!J.g deal (speaker G)

These various methods or intensification can also be combined, olien producing quite

novel expressions:

(J 4) totallvnerdvnerdy things (speaker e)

(15) in these IilllestlllJidfi/ckingspaee shoes (speaker 3)

(16) no money. completelv broke Ollt o(mvmind (speaker 8)

(17) with reallv SliDer flambovant flaming guys (speaker E)

5.1.2 DOWlltOIlCI'S

Where intensifiers scale up the value oran adjective, downtoners do the opposite: they

serve to weaken its meaning. StolTel (1901) defines downtoners as modifiers that arc

used to "express a moderate, slight, or just perceptible degree ofa quality" (p.129). such

(18) he' s got a reasonablvnice and reasonablv cheap place (speaker F)

(19) and have af.Q.i.tJJ!-bigwalled chunk of land (speaker 2)

(20) truebutit's~rllde(speakerJ)

(2 J) and getting almost/iill-time hours (speaker c)

Many instances of down toning employ a periphrastic strategy:
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(22) Idokaratesol'mlike-I'm~okay(speaker3)

(23) there arc somelsJ.!!2..2Icute characters on there (speaker d)

(24) his pants were a bit singed (speaker i)

(25) so I was a lillIe nervous coming home (speaker C)

There is less variation and less creativity in the system of downtoners than in the system

ofintensiliers,at least in conversation (Biber & Conrad, 2001), and although the bulk of

down toners tend to come from a fairly restricted set. there is some room lor combination

and innovation:

(26) offering a workshop that I'm a lillIe hit terrified about (speaker c)

(27) and I'm getting almost that desperate (speaker 1\)

(28) they're kind ora little bit isolated (speaker 0)

(29) when I"mtechnicallv in some \Vav heterosexual (speaker G)

(30) where that was you know even remotelv possible (speaker a)

(3 I) chop up the earth into um small-f5.!J.. pieces (speaker F)

There arc a few adverbs of modification that can be employed variably as intensiliers or

downtoners: prettyJclirly, quite and enough. Although enough must lollow the adjective

it precedes, it nevertheless perlorms the same basic function as the premodiliers

(Greenbaum. 1969). However, it can be diflieult to tell intensiliers from downtoners in

isolation: it is considerably easier when they are heard in context, where pragmatic cues

such as intonation and stress provide a wealth of information about speaker intentions.

This makes it necessary to analyze these modifiers in spoken data only, and not in

transcripts or other written forms.
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5.1.3 Litotes

There is one further strategy of downtoning that must be addressed, and that is li/o/es.

Stoffel (190 I) defines litotes as "a figure of speech, by which a studied weakness of

expression is intended to produce a very strong effect"' (p.146), orten expressed through

double negation. Van del' Wouden (1997) argues that the doubly-negated preposition

(32) is not completely equivalent to the un-negated one (33), but rather expresses a

vagueness somewhere in between the two extremes of, in this case. happiness and

unhappiness.

(32) She's no/unhappy.

(33) She's happy.

Under this analysis, then, the effect of double negation is comparable to that of

downtoning. The referent in (32) and (33) is not ecstatic, but she is also not miserable.

The litotes (32) is contextually comparable to (34):

(34) She's !i!.l!J...!!Jhappy.

This analysis of litotes can be extended to include negated intensified adjectival heads,

where the negation cannot be interpreted as expressing the opposite meaning oflhe

adjcctivc, bccause of the intervening adverbial intensifier. Thus (35) docs not mean that

the speaker hates driving the vehicle in question, only thal she or he docs not overly

enjoy it. She or he is fond of driving it, but only to a small degree.

(35) I'm no/ nor/icularlvfond of driving it (speaker F)

We can compare the following examples in terms of their relative badness, based on the

modification strategy used:

(36) I had af!J.f!si!!.gbadmouth (speaker 3)

(37) I've got reallv reallv bad vision (speaker f)
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(38) I'm~ bad at the terminology (speaker .1)

(39) I know they have like a {;2. bad reputation (speaker 0)

(40) it's bad~just having to go to Jersey (speaker 1)

(41) I would feel hJJfl2.[bad for him (speaker b)

(42) the bird'sl1o{ so bad to take care or(speaker B)

Van del' Wouden (1997), echoing I-lorn (1989; 1991), explicitly states that (43)

(43) It is not unwise to take precautions (van del' Wouden. 1997. ex. I J)

is''eomparable to expressions such as 'it is rather wise to take precautions', 'it is pretty

wise to take precautions', 'it is reasonably wise to take precautions', 'it is neither wise

nor unwise to take precautions', etc." (pA). So while there arc undeniable structural and

semantic differences between litotes and adverbial or periphrastic modiricationofan

adjective, we can treat them as serving the same discourse strategy: to downgrade the

intensity of the adjective.

5.2 Previous research

1\ considerable amount of work has been done on the history of intensifiers in English

(e.g., Storlel, 190 I; Nevelainen & Rissanen, 2002; Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003;

I\thanasiadou. 2007), describing broad diachronic patterns of delexicalization and

grammaticalization, and the recycling of older forms in new contexts. The historical

roots of various intensifiers arc of less interest to this study, as arc the trajectories of

grammatiealization. Of more interest arc synchronic patterns, and the associated social

information that is encoded and packaged with linguistic choice. so I will focus on this

aspect of the previous research conducted on this variable.

Little sociolinguistic research has been conducted ondowntonersandlitotes,
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making it difficult to cstablish a basel inc (or comparison. Howcver, both havc bccn

studicd within diffcrent linguistic frameworks, so I will briefly consider somc ofthc

major findings and trcnds that have been reported.

5.2.1 IntensiliCJ's

'l'agliamonte's (2008) examination ofintcnsilicr usc in Toronto, Canada, is particularly

relevant to this study, as it deals with a variety of Canadian English that is not markcdly

differcnt from that spoken in Ottawa (Hazenberg. 2010; Lcvcy, 2010). Ilcr study has a

fcw mcthodological differences that set it apart from thc prcscnt onc. For onc thing. it

does not cxamine thc nature of downtoncd adjectivcs, instcad grouping thesc samplcs

with thcnon-intcnsified contcxts. A conscquence of this decision is that thc papcrdocs

not cxplain how (or indeed, if) downtoning instances ofprelly are separated from

intcnsifying instanccs. Furthcrmore, her study examined agc and sociocconomic status as

social variables as well as gcndcr, and had only a two-fold gcndcr system (male and

femalc). cvcrthclcss, this projcct still providcs a sound baselinc lor comparison with

thcspcakersinthcOTC.

TableS.1: Distl'ibution of
intensifiers by variant in the TEe
{(rom Ta~lialllol7le. 2008)
Variant 'Y..

really 13.0 1282
velY 6.6 651

6.1 599
prelly 5.0 497
Just 1.5 152

Tagliamontc reports overall rates of intensification of 36.1 % (total N=9905) in thc

Toronto English Corpus (TEC), with the highcst ratcs occurring in the 20-29 agc brackct

(with approximatcly 45% of all intensifiablc heads bcing intcnsilicd). Thc fivc most

common intcnsificrs in the TEC, along with their ratcs of usagc, arc summarized in Tablc
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5.1. We see that really is by far the most common variant, with velY, so and prelly

showing roughly comparable rates, andjusl trailing behind the leaders. Tagliamonte

reports that "other" intensi fiers - which are defined as those occurring less than ten times

in the data - aceount for 1.4% of the data. She reports that "ely is in decline across

apparent time, really is rising quite sharply, and that velY and so are rairly stable,

showing only a slight increase in usage.

Regarding speaker sex, the distributional data is comparable to the apparent time

trends or ,'elY and real/y, but the picture is more complicated with so and prell)'. She

lindsthat the male so and remaleprelly rollowthesame general patterns, as do the male

prelly and the remale so. The results within the particular age bracket 01'20-29 ~ which

coincides with the majority of informants consulted lor this project - are summarized in

Table 5.2. Perhaps the most relevant finding here is the difference between males and

Icmales in their use 01'.1'0 andprelly. as it suggests that sa is the remale-marked variant,

andprellythe male-marked one.

Table 5.2: Distribution of common
va.-iants by speaker sex (age 20-29) in
TEe (ada7Ied/i'olll Tar;/ialllOllle. 2008)
Variant I Malc I Fcmalc

I 8% I 7%
real/v I 12% I 22%

I 4% I 12%
I 11% I 4%

The multivariate analysis associated with these findings is, unlortunately.

restricted to the variants velY and real/y, so there is no indication or statistical

significance lor so and prelly. And in ract, there is not mueh to be said regarding the

dirrerencesbetween velyandreal/y,either.savethatthesexdirrerence is statistically

signilieant lor really but not lor vely.
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Other variationist researeh on intensification in English (e.g., Tagliamonte &

Roberts, 2005; Ito & Tagliamonte, 2003) supports the idea that so is the incoming

variant. and is therefore used more by females than by males. Women tend to use

intensifiers more than men, overall. In orth America, at least. so is favoured by women

and disfavoured by men; and in Britain, men favour prelly while women disfavour it.

Studies looking at online corpora of written English (e.g., Van Ilerk & the Ottawa

Intensilier Project, 2006; Bulgin, Elford. Ilarding. Henley. Power & Walters. 2008: Van

Ilerk & the MUN Intensifier Project, 2009) suggest that speakers are aware of the social

capital assoeiated with partieularvariants, and choose accordingly.

This easy accessibility can make intensifiers powerful signals of social identity,

particularly in situations where social categories can index different constituents of

identity. Bulgin et al. (2008), found that gender practice is "locally constituted" (p. 114).

with gender differences minimized in urban settings, but more pronounced in suburban

and rural areas; thus the speakers in a given community are actively involved in setting

the standard for what counts as 'feminine' and 'masculine' speech behaviour. With

respect to sexuality, Tagliamonte & Uscher (2009) report that. although rates of overall

intensification between queer young Torontonians (aged 16-28) are generally comparable

to their straight peers. the straight men are making linguistic choices that set themselves

apart from the other groups (queer men. and queer and straight women). They also find

that male-female dilTerences are minimized in the queer community, and that the rates of

use in the queer community remain more stables over time than those of the broader

straight community.

Brown (2009), in a study examining intensifier use by trans women in Toronto.

linds an overall lower rate of intensification than in the eissexual population (Tabie 5.3)
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Table 5.3: Ovenlll rates of intensification
in Toronto (adapledfi-olll Broll'll. 2009)

O/" Total
30 1982
41 1770

cistllcil 40 1770

She also reports that trans women usc .1'0 at rates comparablc to cisscxual men, and prell)'

at rates comparable to cissexual women Crable 5.4). This suggests that trans women arc

avoiding the use of both gendered forms, rather than adopting the feminine-marked

Table 5.4: Distribution of common variants by speakel'
gender (adapled (i'01ll Broll'lI. 2009)

ciswotllCIl

really
'1.. N
9185

13109
12 III

% N
5107
757

1094

prelly
'1.. N
6114
978
437

% N
57

333
1087

variants. Ilowever. since the trans women arc using uniformly lower rates of

intensification, this may in fact be an artifact of low numbers rather than a product of

sociolinguistic choice.

5.2.2 Downtonersand litotes

As mentioned above. there have been no serious attempts at variationist study of the usc

of downtoners and litotes, in part because they do not seem to be as socially strati lied as

intensifiers (Sali Tagliamonte, pc). Downtoners arc considered part of the family of

intensiliers, and arc known variably bydirferent names, among them COlllp1'01I I i.l'eI'.I'

(Quirk ct aI., 1985) andll1oderalor.l' (Paradis, 1997).

Nevalainen & Rissanen (2002) examined the diachronic developmelll of two

English downtoners..!clir/y and prelly. They report that/clir/y (>fi:egerelfi:eger/ice) was

used as an attenuator as far back as Old English, while prelly (>prLelliglplelig) does not
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begin to show any weakening effects until Middle English. While the two modifiers

underwent di ('('erent processes of grammaticalization, they have equally come to be used

as downtoners in contemporary English.

The use of litotes as downtoners has not, to the best of my knowledge, been

included in any sociolinguistic study of downtoners. Van der Wouten (1996) argues that

litotes establishes a gray zone between two poles, such that no/unhappy falls somewhere

between happy and unhappy. This agrees with Jcspersen·s (1924) idea that a double

negative expresses weak positive, that the longer (doubly negated) form is always weaker

than the shorter (non-negated) form. Krifka (2007) explores three difrcrent models to

explain the pragmatic weakening effect of litotes. The first echoes van der Wouten in

that it posits a zone of indifference between the two extreme ends ofa scale. The second

relics on fuzzy agreement between speakers as to where the boundary between antonyms

lies; he argues that, under this model, "antonym pairs exhaust their semantic space"

(p.169), and that speakers use double negation to negotiate this uncertainty. The third is

an adaptation of Levinson's (2000) M theory. which essentially claims that "marked

expressions tend to have marked meanings" (Krifka 2007, p. 169); that is, people usc

longer forms when something non-stereotypical needs to be communicated.

Whatever the speaker motivation, linguistic tradition viewstheuseoflitotesasa

means of expressing a somewhat weaker form of an adjective than the positive version

(van der Wouten, 1996). For this study, then, I will consider litotes as a form of

down toner, and simply treat it as another variant. It would be interesting to examine

litotes as a variable in and of itsci 1', but this is beyond the scope of this project.
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5.3 Methodology

Workingwithinavariationist paradigm requires that researchers adhere to the Principle

or Accountability (e.g., Labov, 1972; Tagliamonte, 2006): we must consider all or the

contexts where a variable could have occurred but docs not, as well as those in which it

does occur. For our purposes, this means identifying and extracting all intensiliablc (or

downtonable) adjectival heads, regardless or whether or not they have been modilied.

Certain contexts are excluded, however, such as when the adjective is

unintensiliable:

(44) we got an electric rridge (speaker 8)

when it is part ora fixed expression that has little to no variation:

(45) we're 0 good to go (speaker C)

f!JQ bad you didn't catch that guy (speaker 3)

when it is in a comparative or superlative form:

(46) why don't you take the bus, the bus is 0 cheaper (speaker 7)

ours were a lillie more traditional (speaker 3)

when the adverbial is modifying anything other than an adjectival phrase:

(47) that didn't g00.!2 Ivell (speaker 2)

she's like Jjg/J.l on the edge of the bed (speaker II)

and any incomprehensible or incomplete utterances:

(48) that was a really- a~ good (inc) (speaker d)

1\ substantial departure from the methodology of previous variationist studies or

intensiliers is the inclusion of negative contexts. Ito & Tagliamonte (2003) justiry their

exclusion of negative contexts by limiting their study to strict intensifiers; as discussed in

section 5.1.3, negated intensifiers acts as litotes, which for the purposes orthis study are
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classified as downtoners. Because this study examines gender effects of downtoncrs as

well as those of intensifiers, the negative contexts (both modified and bare) arc included.

5.3.1 Social factors

Each token is coded for relevant factors. Chiefly, it is coded for gender, which in this

study can be classified into one of six categories: Irons \\Io/llen. Irons /lien. queer ll"O/IIen.

queer /lien. siraighl \\Io/llen and siraighi/llen. As discussed in chapter two. all

participants are considered to be part of the samc age category, so this is not includcd as a

social factor. Furthermore, because of the socioeconomic homogeneity of the

participants in this study, other common social factors (such as education, socioeconomic

status. job) are not considered in this analysis.

5.3.2 Data analysis

The extracted and coded tokens are examined in two ways: distributionally, and using

multivariate analysis. The statistical (multivariate) examination is conducted using

Goldvarb LION (SankofT, Tagliamonte & Smith, 2012), a variable rule analysis program

designed for sociolinguistics analysis. The findings for these analyses will be presented

side by side, as the statistical analysis reflects the significance of the distributional one.

5.4 Results

I will begin by discussing the overall rates of use for both intensifiersanddowntoners.

before turning to a closer examination of both. I will focus on the majority variants. as

this is where statistical analysis is most fruitful, and where the number or tokens ror each

variant is high enough that I can make generalizations with some confidence. I will
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present both distributional and statistical results for overall rates of use, before moving on

to the separate analyses of intensifiers and downtoners.

SA.l Ovcrallnltcsofusc

rigure 5.1 presents overall rates of modification (using either intensi fiers or downtoners)

by gender. Rates of intensi fication are higher overall than rates of downtoning, and there

is a slight trend towards an inverse relationship between the two methods of

modification: generally, as intensification increases, downtoning decreases. There is no

periCct I: I relationship, however, as the speakers with the lowest rates of downtoning arc

the trans women, who fall towards the lower end of the intensification spectrum as \Yell.

35

30 -intensifiers

~ 25
downtoners

'0 20

I I~ 15

~ 10

5

0 I
straight straight trans queer queer trans

men women women men women men
(MtF) (FtM)

gender

Figure 5.1: Overall modification by gender

The overall patterning of the gender groups is interesting for a number of reasons.

rirst. straight-identified speakers cluster together at the low end for intensilieation. and at

the high end for downtoner use. Queer-identified speakers also cluster together with

almost identical rates of intensi fier use, somewhat higher than their straight peers: they

also have comparable rates of downtoner usc, somewhat lower than their straight peers.

The transsexual speakers, however, are split: trans women use intensifiers at rates
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comparable to their straight peers, while the trans men are using considerably more

intensilieation than anyone else.

Table 5.5 provides the results of the multivariate analysis, showing which gender

groups favour and disfavour both intensifiers and downtoners, overall. The ractor weight

(FW) reflects the degree to which a given gender ravours (numbers greater than 0.50) or

dis favours (less than 0.50) that particular variant. Ilere, we see that intensilieation is

moderately favoured by trans men, and moderately dis favoured by straight men; straight.

queer, and trans women. and trans men, neither particularly favour it nor disfavour it.

Tablc 5.5: Modification by 'cndcr - incl. 0 variant

gcndcr
transmcn
queer women
qucermen
straight women
trans women
strai htmen

intcnsificd
cor. mcan=0.233
total N =5969

FW 'X, N
0.61 31.91000
0.5325.5 1000
0.5224.6 998
0.4620.2 999
0.4620.5 972
0.43 18.5 1000

18

downtoncd
cor. mcan=0.084
total N =5969

FW 'Yo N
0.50 8.5 1000
0.53 9.4 1000
0.48 7.9 998
0.54 9.7 999
0.36 4.9 972
0.58 11.1 1000

22

With respect to downtoning, it is the straight informants and the quecr women

who favour it, trans and queer men who arc essentially neutral on the maller, and trans

women who quite strongly disfavour it. Also, the downtoners show a greater range than

intensifiers: this suggests that downtoning is the more strongly conditioned of the two.

Of course, this is a very crude organization of the data. as both the variables of

intensilication and downtoning comprise several different variants. I will address each

one in grealer detail in the following sections. Section 5.4.2 will describe the lindings lor

intensiriers, and section 5.4.3 willcoverdowntoners.
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5.-t.2Intcnsificrs

Table 5.6 provides a summary of how olien eaeh of the majority variants was used by

each of the gender categories. For example. of all of the intensified tokens produced by

straight women. 21.8% were intensified with velY, 25.7% with real/y. 4% with prelly.

Tablc 5.6: Ratcs of usc of common intcnsificr v,uiants by
gcndcr - cxcl. () and downtoncrs

so
20.3

6.0

14.6

20.1

5.5

8.5

5.5

6.333.3

rcally prctty
25.7 4.0

25.0 14.7

28.1 5.1

15.2 3.7

24.6

21.8

10.3

19.0

25.4

25.6

15.7

straightwomcn
straightmcn
quecrwomen
queer men
transwomcn(MtF)
trans men (FtM)

and 20.3% with so. Excluded from this table are all instances of the 0 variant

(unintensified contexts), and all other intensifiers. This information is presented

graphically aswcll, in Figure 5.2.

Several things are prominent in the data. First, the use of prelly is uniformly low

across the gender groups, with the exception of straight men. who use it almost three

-+-very

really

pretty

straight straight queer queer
men women men

gender

trans trans men
women (FtM)
(MtF)

Figure 5.2: Intensifier variant choice by gender
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times as olien as anyone else. This supports the previous findings (e.g., Tagliamonte.

2008) that this isthe variant preferred by young men; however. it also expands on these

lindings, in that it is clearly the variant of choice for straight young men. Queer men

show the lowest rates of use of all speakers.

Second, there is generally quite high use of the variant really, with the exception

of queer men. Interestingly, trans men usc this variant the most, at rates higher even than

queer women. This may suggest that they are using it to distance themselves li'OI11 queer

men. although it is not obvious why they would be doing this. given the high degree or

participation that the OTC trans men have in the queer community. It is also worth

noting that really is the variant that shows the greatest disparity between queer men and

queer women. much more than between straight men and straight women. This

contradicts Tagliamonte & Useher's (2009) findings in Toronto, where rates orrea/~)' usc

lor queer men and queer women were tightly grouped, and fell between those lor straight

men and straight women.

A third pattern of note in the distributional data is the curious parallel between

velY and so, across the cissexual groups. To the best of my knowledge, this has not been

observed bclore, and is strongly suggestive that so, as the most recent and innovative of

the intensifiers. is poised to take on the social duties of ve,y, the oldest - and presumably

waning - variant. That velY continues to be used with slightly higher frequency than so

is unsurprising, given that ve,y has been in play for considerably longer.

With respect to the trans speakers, it isquitetellingthat both trans men and

women have uniformly low rates of usc of so and prelly. the two variants that have

shown the most robust gender differences in cissexual studies. Clearly, both trans men

and trans women arc able to avoid the inappropriately gendered variants - so lor trans
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men. and pretty for trans womcn - but thcy havc not adopted thc other onc. This is

cvidencc ofnegativc (avoidance), but not positive (adoption), identity practicc.

Finally, it is intcresting to comparc thc results for straight womcn and quccr

womcn, with thosc lor straight men and quccr mcn. Whilc thc pcrcentagcs arc not

identical bctween the two groups of women, the order ofprefercnce is consistcnt: pretty

is uscd thc Icast, followcd by so and velY, with really being used the most. By contrast,

thc variants that straight men usc frcqucntly are thc ones that quecr men usc inli'cqucntly:

whilc thcy arc not cxactly invcrses of each other. it is ncverthclcss clcar that thesc two

groups of men arc usingdilkrent intcnsilicrs to signal their idcntities.

Turning now to the statistical analysis ofthc lour variants, there arc two distinct

ways that the data can be considcred: assuming a coherent gendcr systcm within cach of

thc variablcs, or assuming a coherent systcm for cach gender group across thc variablcs.

I will bricfly examinc both, as cach approach contributcs somcthing dinercnt to thc

analysis. I begin with Table 5.7, then, which shows the factor wcights across gendcrs for

cach of thc variables "ely, really, pretty. and so.

Tablc5.7: Variant choicc by gcndcr - cxcl. 0

vcry "cally prctty so
eOLmcan=0.190 eOLmcan=0.253 eOLmcan=0.057 eor.mcan = 0.113
total N = 1400 total N = 1400 total N = 1400 total N = 1400

gcndcr FW 'Yo N FW 'Yo N FW 'X, N FW 'X. N
straighlwomcn 0.54 218 202 0.51 25.7 202 0.41 4 202 0.67 20.3 202
straighllllcn 0.33 10.3 184 0.5 25 184 0.74 14.7 184 0.33 6 18el
quccrwolllcn 0.5 19 253 0.54 28.1 253 0.47 5.1 253 0.57 14.6 253
queermcn 0.59 25.4 244 0.35 15.2 244 0.39 3.7 244 11.66 20.1 24el
transwolllcn 0.6 25.6 199 0.49 24.6 199 0.49 5.5 199 0.32 5.5 199
lranslllcn 0.44 15.7 318 0.6 33.3 318 0.53 6.3 318 0.42 8.5 318

,.al/{~e 27 25 35 35

Thc two variants with thc largest gender cffect arc pretty and so. which agrccs

with prcvious studics. Straight mcn arc thc only spcakcrs that favour thc usc o I' pretty,
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and convcrsely dis favours the use of so. By contrast, so is preferrcd by straight womcn

and quccr men and women, all of whom disfavour pre/ly. The trans speakers are

essentially neutral on the use of pre/ly, showing neither much of a favouring or

disfavouring effect. They both show disfavouring effects for the use of so, with trans

women showing a stronger aversion. The only variant actually favourcd by trans women

is ve/y, which in previous researeh has been associated with older speakers (Tagliamonte,

2008). The only variant favoured by trans men is really. which is more associated with

younger speakers (Tagliamonte, 2008).

Looking at the data sliccd the other way, where the undcrlying patterns lor each

gender group are examined across variants, reveals a somewhat different picture (see

Table 5.8). Here, the rw indicates which variant a particular group is favoured or

disfavoured to use, and the range gives an estimate of how important variation in

TablcS.S: Gcndcr by variant choicc - cxcl. 12)

stJ'aightwomcn quccrwomcn tnlJlswomcn
COIT.IllCan =0.140 COIT.lllean =0.180 cOIT.lllcan=0.137
total N = 1400 total N = 1400 total N = 1400

variant FW o/., N FW 'X. N FW ''l'o N
vcry 0.54 16.1 274 [0.49] 17.5 274 0.59 18.6 274
rcally 0.51 14.4 361 [0.53] 19.7 361 0.50 13.6 361
prctty 0.38 9.1 88 [0.44] 14.8 88 0.47 12.5 88
so 0.65 23.3 176 [0.55] 21 176 0.30 6.2 176
a/herin/ 0.44 11.4 501 10.48] 16.8 501 0.53 15.4 501

rQl1"?e 27 29

straight mcn quccr mcn transmcn
cOIT.lllean=0.121 COIT.lllcan=0.166 COIT.IllCiln=0.223
lotal N = 1400 total N = 1400 total N= 1400

variant FW 'X, N FW 'Yt. N FW 'Yt, N
vcry 0.35 6.9 274 0.60 22.6 274 0.44 18.2 274
rcally 0.52 12.7 361 0.37 10.2 361 0.59 29.4 361
prctty 0.76 30.7 88 0.37 10.2 88 0.51 22.7 88
so 0.33 6.2 176 0.66 27.8 176 0.39 15.3 176
olherill/ 0.58 16.2 501 0.51 17.4 501 0.51 23 501

rall~e -13 29 20
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intensilieruseistoeachgroup. umbers in square brackets were selected as statistically

non-signilicant.

The principal point to take away from this analysis is that variant choice is non-

significant for queer women. despite the selection of so as signilieant in the previous

analysis. That is to say, queer women neither favour nor disfavour any of the variants.

meaning that no particular variant is associated with the performance of a queer woman

identity. By contrast. variant choice is very strongly associated with the straight male

identity: chieny, the use of pretty and the avoidance 01'.1'0 and vely. In all other aspects.

the two analyses give results that are comparable, suggesting that they are fairly accurate.

5A.3 Downtoners and litotes

Table 5.9 presents the rates of use of the common downtoning variants by gender: kind

of; litotes, prelly, and a lillie (bit). Note that the variant a lillie (bit) is a collapsed form

that includes a lillie, a bit, and a lillie bit. These have been combined because they show

Table 5.9: Rates of use of common downtoner vaJ"iants
b "ender 'X, - excl. (3 and intensifiers

alittlc
gender litotes kind of 1)I'clty (bit)

siraighlwolllen 31.2 26.9 7.5 9.7
siraighllllcn 33.3 28.8 14.4 5.4
quccrwolllcn 35.9 25.0 15.2 J.J

quccrlllcn 31.6 16.5 11.4 8.9
lranswolllcn 29.8 12.8 6.4 8.5
lranSlllen 16.5 42.4 11.8 9.4

similar distribution across the gender categories, and express the same type of

downtoning: namely. a reduction in quantity of the modified adjective's overall quality.

The data are also presented in graphic form. in Figure 5.3.

Generally speaking, there ismueh less variety in the use of down toners than in the
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usc ofintcnsificrs. The most common variant ovcrall is the usc oflitotcs, which shows

fairly consistent values except for trans men, who use it roughly halfas ortcn as thc othcr

groups. Thcir prefCrrcd vairant is kind 0/ by a considerable margin. In fact. trans mcn

ovcrall have thc most distinct distribution of variants, with thc crossover bctwcen kind o(

and litotcs.

Thc usc of kind ol(which includes the reduced form kinda) shows some variety

45

40
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30

25

20

15

10

5

o

- pretty

'""*""alittle(bit)

straight straight queer queer trans trans
women men women men women men

gender

Figure 5.3: Downtoner variant choice by gender

across groups, with trans women and queer men using it thc least. Thc comparably low

rCltes orkind o(between quecr men and trans women may suggest that it is a particularly

straight downtoning strategy, although this may bc influcnced by gencrally low rates of

downtoning overall (as seen in Figure 5.1 above)

Because of overall low rates of use, it is not possible to present a statistical

analysis of the use of downtoners. Consequently, it is not possiblc to determinc which-

ifClny - of the findings are statistically significant; nevertheless, it is worth cxamining

the distributional findings.

The use of prelly as a downtoner is worth cOl11menting on. if only because it has

dual use CIS an intensilier, as well. As notcd abovc, it is difficult to determinc with 100%
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certainty whether the variant is used as an intensifier or a downtoner. Since the data was

extracted and coded directly from the recordings. rather than li'omtranscripts,and

because I was the interviewer in all of the interviews and I was at the very least an
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Figure 5.4: Use of "pretty" as intensifier and
downtoner

acquaintance orall of the participants, I made the intensifier-downtonerjudgment based

on prosodic, pragmatic, and contextual cues in the conversation. Familiarity with the

speakers makes this the best-of-a-bad-Iot approach; whether they arc talking about a

prelly good movie as a must-see cinematic masterpiece, or as a so-so way to spend an

aliernoon can only really be determined by the entirety orthe speech act. While this

makes it dilTicult to replicate empirically. it is in many ways the most natural way to

make such a distinction, and certainly the most practical one lora study such as this.

r:igure 5.4 compares the rates or use of prelly as an intensi fier and as a downtoner

nsurprisingly, straight men usc it at comparable rates for both variables, suggesting that

lor them. it is an all-purpose modifier. Similarly, trans women usc it at comparable rates.

albeit much lower. All other groups use prelly as a downtoner much more than as an

intensifier, with queer women in particular downtoning at high rates.
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5.5 Discussion

As expeeted, given previous studies of intensifiers, prelly is strongly assoeiated with

straight men. and .1'0 is strongly associated with straight women. So is also fiwoured by

qucermen.as is ve/y. In fact, velyand.l'opallern in parallel, except with the transsexual

speakers. Both trans men and trans women are avoiding the use of the heavily gender

marked forms, while trans women use really and velJl at roughly equal rates, and trans

men use really twice as often as ve/y. Queer women show no statistically-significant

preference for any of the variants.

Taken as a whole, the data suggest that straight men are using the system of

intensiliers to position themselves in opposition to the 'other', where the 'other' is

defined essentially as ·non-heterosexual'. Given the enormous social capital associated

with heteronormative masculinity, this is hardly surprising; straight men have the most to

lose by being perceived as queer. Men who are active in the queer community are clearly

comfortable being perceived as queer. and several of the trans men in the OTe explicitly

state that they are fine with being seen as gay. as long as they're seen as gay /lien. The

similarities between rates of use for queer and straight women suggest that they see lillIe

social status associated with being seen as either queer or straight, so do not need to

diflcrentiate themselves through the use of intensifiers.

The question of whether straight men are direcily avoiding sounding ·gay·. or arc

avoiding some other index ofafTeet or stance that, in turn, indexes 'gay', is an interesting

one. As Oehs (1992, 1993) points out, gender - and, by extension, presumably sexuality

- is seldom about gender (and sexuality) alone. However, as discussed in chapter three. a

detailed analysis ofindexicality, direct or otherwise, is beyond the scope of this paper.

Intensifier use in the transsexual participants supports the idea that negative
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idcntity practice - that of avoiding inappropriately gcnder-markcd forms - is morc uscful

than positive identity practice - the adoption of the norms of their identi ficd gendcr.

Whcthcr this is a question of acccssibility (for example, trans mcn bcing awarc that prelly

is associatcd with straight men) or one of clliciency (for example, if adopting thc usc of

prelly ncts trans mcn social capital that thcy don't already have by avoiding thc usc of so)

cannot bc determined from this data, but poscs interesting qucstions lor futurc rcscarch.

With respect to downtoners, this study supports previously accepted idcas that

thcrc is Icssvariation than there is with intensificrs. evcrthcless.therearcafcw

intcrcsting things that can bc glcaned from examiningdowntoners. First, it sccms that

downtoncrs arc not uscd in a systcmatic way to differentiatc betwcen gendcr groups.

although queer mcn and trans women can be groupcd loosely. as can straight womcn.

straight mcn, and queer women. Trans mcn show a differcnt pattcrn than thc othcr

groups. with a rcvcrsal bctween kind oland litotes. Therc are gcncrally low rates of usc

ofprelly and a lillIe (bit). with the only differentiation happcning with straightmcn and

quccrwomcn.

Thc parallcl pattcrning between trans womcn and straight mcn lor the usc of

prelly may suggcst one of two things. First, it may be that trans womcn havc rctaincd thc

pattcrning of straight mcn and reduced thc rates; alternativcly, it could be that trans

women arc simply avoiding the usc ofprelly in any context.

With both intensificrs and downtoners, trans men show patterns of usc that arc

quite diffcrcnt from those of the othcr gendcr groups, including trans womcn. Thcyavoid

thc usc of the most promincntly gcnder-marked forms (intcnsificrs prelly and .1'0). as do

trans womcn, but trans mcn show a strong prefercncc for really and kind oj; and quitc

strong avoidancc of velJl andlitotcs. This argucs that trans mcn and trans womcn arc
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doing substantially different things linguistically to differentiate between themselves:

there isnota uniform 'trans' grammar that isa simple hybrid between masculine and

fCminine models.

5.6 Conclusion

The study of intensifiers - and. to a lesser extent, of downtoners - is an informative

strategy for investigating gender in a given community. While sex has emerged as a

signilieant factor in other studies, I have shown here that a non-binary division of gender

shows the degree to which intensifiers arc an accessible means of identity and community

expression. The simple division of male and.f(!IIwle glosses over a host of socially

relevant identities, and the way that those identitiesareexpressed.

The distinction between queer and straight identities. for example. is of signal

imporlanee to men, but not to women. Straight men have their own preferred intensilier.

!JI·elly. which is not used at comparable rales by any other group; furthermore. they show

low rates of use of so (which is a markedly feminine intensifier) and ofvelY (which also

tends to pattern with so). By contrast, queer and straight women show a very similar

distribution of the majority variants. suggesting that neither feels the need to separate

themselves from the other.

Previous research has found that gender differences are neutralized in the queer

community as compared to in the heterosexual mainstream. This seems broadly to be

true in Ottawa as well: although there are differences between queer men and women.

those differences arc smaller in general than those between straight men and women.

The transsexual speakersasa whole avoid the overtly gender-marked variants

prelly and so, but show differences with respect to each other with \!elY and really. Trans
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women usc velY and really at rates that arc roughly comparable to those used by straight

and queer women, while trans men seem to be charting their own course. This is echoed

in the lindings with downtoners, where again, trans men show the reverse of other

genders with respect to kind oland litotes.

Altogether, these lindings point to the importance of social capital as a

determinant in linguistic choice: who has the most to lose by being mis-identified?

Straight men stand to lose a great deal by being perceived as queer men. so they lall back

on a pattern that is unique to them. Trans women stand to lose even more by being

misread as men, and so approximate intensifier usc by women (with the exception of low

rates oCso, which I will return to shortly). Trans men, on the other hand, are often able to

pass more easily than trans women, thanks in large part to the physical elTects of

testosterone therapy. Freed Cram the pressing need to per/orlll their gender to the same

exlent that trans women do. trans men arc able to be more creative in their use of

intensiliers and downtoners. Where trans women risk being perceived as men in drag

(which is always incorrect and unacceptable), trans men are more likely to be perceived

as queer (a label they are generally fine with). Consequently. trans men arc able to be

innovative where trans women tend to be conservative.

The avoidance of so by trans speakers and straight men points to the relative

usefulness oC positive and negative identity practices. Negative identity practices - in

particular, the avoidance of Corms with unwanted indices - seems to be more productive

than positive ones - thc adoption of Corms indexing the 'right' things. Straight men avoid

anything that might be perceived oCas Ccminine or queer, and trans speakers avoid

anything that is a particularly strong signal of gender at all. lI'positive identity practice

were as fruitful a strategy as its negative countcrpart, trans women should be expected to
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wholeheartedly adopt the use of so. Since this is not the case, I am able to conclude that

negative identity practice is the most immediately useful strategy for presenting gender

identity, at least for a salient marker such as intensifiers.
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Chapter 6

Suprasegmental variable: prosody

6.1 Introduction

Commentary on the gendered use of prosodic variation has been around for more than a

century. Early observations (e.g., White, 1891; Howells, 1906; Jespersen. 1922) were

particularly harsh on the speech of women, emphasizing its execssive range of pitch and

emotionality. These negative connotations have persisted well into the 20'h eenlury, (e.g.,

Lakon: 1973; Tannen, 1991), but more recent work has begun to investigate the uses that

prosodic varialion can serve in the creation and presentationofidentilY (e.g., Gaudio.

1994; McLemore, 1991). Thc transsexual participants in the OTC uniformly agrec that

pitch and intonation palterns-in olherwords, prosodic differences-arc keyto

differentiating the speech of men from that of women. In particular, they report that one

of the most important facets of adapting their language use as part oftheirtransition isto

train thcmselvesto usemoregender-appropriale prosodic contours.

fhe reality of studying prosody empirically is that it isacomplicated

phenomenon to measure acoustically. Different studies adopt different definitions of

prosody, and measure generally only onc or two possible phonetic correlates. such as

pitch variation, stress, rhythm, and volume. A serious disadvantage to decomposing the

cumulative effect of prosody into a series of independent phenomena is thai, if the overall

cognitive processing of prosody involves all or several of these cues, then measuring

them independenlly may very well be missing the bigger picture of how speakers usc

prosodyasalinguistictool.

For this study, I am leaving lhestrict definition of prosody-and theacouslic cues
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by which speakers create and listenersinterpretprosodiceffects-undcr-dctcrmincd.

Ilowcver, a broad definition that is useful to bear in mind is that prosody is thc

intonational tune, or melodic propcrty, of speech; the ups and downs, thchighsand lows.

thcstrcsscsandthepauscs.

Because of the difliculty in mcasuring prosodic variation, I have electcd to usc

listcncr imprcssions as a metric lor assessing spcaker variation. Conscquently, this isa

study of how much variation people perceive, rather than howspeakersactuallyproducc

it. Listener-judges rated a series of digitally altered segmcnts taken from thc intcrviews,

with dclibcrately vague instructions as to what constituted prosodic variation (scc

Appcndix C for thc written instructions provided to thc judges). This allowcd thc judgcs

todeterminc which cues to attcnd to; in other words, they dclincd the mostsalicnt

factors lor thcmselves. Potcntial pitfalls and bcncfits from adopting this approach arc

discussed in thc following sections.

I will begin by outlining some of the previous research conducted on the

sociolinguistic and acoustic propertics of prosody, bcfore turning to a discussion of this

projcct in greater detail: the methodology I used, and the lindings. I will conclude with a

discussion of these findings.

6.2 Previous research

Whilescveralrescarchershaveinvestigatedpitchasaphoneticcomponentofintonation

(see I-lenton, 1989 & 1995 for a discussion of these), focus has olien becn on age changcs

in FO and on differences associated with particular languages. LakolTbrought thc

gendered naturc of prosody back into focus lor linguistic analysis, drawing attention to

two prosodic variablcs: the use of high-rising terminals by young women (1973), and thc
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tendency lor women to "speak in italics" (1975: 56). The high-rising terminal (IIRT)

refers to the declarative usc ora rising intonation at the end ora sentence, more

commonly associated with questions. This pattern is known by several names (e.g.,

IIpta/k. upspeak. rising inflection, etc.), and has been observed in several varieties of

English, perhaps most notably in Australian (e.g., Guy & Vonwiller, 1984), where it is

used by men as well as by women, and seems to lack the associations with hesitancy and

uncertainty that LakolTattributes to it in American English. Clearly, then, the social

meaning indexed by the useofHRT is heavily, irnot entirely, context-dependent.

Lakotrsseeond prosodic claim, that women speak in italics, is interpreted by

Henton (1989) to mean that "women speak with greater emphasis, i.e.,morefrequent

amplitude and pitch changes" (p. 300). Lakoff's data are largely introspective and

anecdotal, and do not have much by way of empirical evidence. Morerigorous,seientilie

studies of prosody (e.g., de Pinto & Hollien, 1982; Graddol, 1986) tend to support the

intuitive claim that women have more varied prosody than men.

Ilowever,I-lenton(1989, 1995) has taken issue with these studies, noting

methodological differences between studies that make broad generalizationsproblematie.

rUrlhermore, she criticizes such studies for using a pitch scale 0 fabsolute(linear) values,

measured in hertz. I-Ienton argues that this is misleading, because "thecal' is known to

judge pitch range not by measuring hertz, but by using a logarithmic, [or] non-linear

scale, such assemitones" (1989: 301). Ilerown research uses such a scale, one that is

based on pitch interval rather than absolute pitch, and examinesbothpitchrangebctwecn

men and women, and pitch dynamism-that is, the magnitude of variation present, and

how quickly pitch actually changes. She finds no statistically signilicantdirf"erences

between the speech of men and that of women, although she concedes that "little is
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known about which acoustic cues are used by listencrsaspcrccptualcritcria tojudgc

long-tcrm pitch as high or low" (1989: 307). So whilc Hcnton focuses on pitch and pitch

dynamism. she acknowledgcs that what listcners rcspondto may be morc involvcd than

what shc mcasurcs. Fitzsimmons, Sheahan & Staunton (200 I) invcstigatc gcndcr

diffcrcnccs in both pitch propcrtics and speech ratc, and find significant diflcrcnccs

bctwccn mcn and womcn. Thcy rcport that men spcak more quickly than womcn ovcrall,

and whcn producing intcrrogative utteranccs.they increase thcir rate ofspccch

significantly as comparcd to declaratives (while womcn do not). They also notc thatmcn

makc usc ofa significantly larger pitch range, in contrast to both general intuition and

previous findings.

Morc rccently, rcsearchcrs havc bcgun to cxamine thc stcreotypc that gay mcn

havc pitch propcrtics that mirror those or hcterosexual womcn (scc Gaudio, 1994 lor a

dctailcd discussion ormuch orthe extant literature). Baeck, Corthals & Van I3Ot'scl

(20 II) prcscnt a study cxplicitly examining this stercotype, and find that, while gay mcn

have signilicantly higher FOs and pitch variation than hctcroscxualmcn. thcy

ncvcrthclcss havc significantly lowcr valucs than that ofhetcroscxual femalcs. In othcr

words. gay men arc not simply aping straight womcn; rather, thcyareusingpitch

charactcristics in their own way. Gaudio's (1994) study asks listeners to ratc specch

samplcs rrom eight males (four gay, four straight) on perceptual scales or straight/gay.

cneminatc/masculinc, rescrvcd/cmotional, and arfected/ordinary. His findings echo thc

idca that prosodic cucs may bc more involvcd than simple pitch: "overall pitch rangc and

pitch variability do not by thcmselves crucially affcct whethcr or not a man will bc

perceivcd as 'sounding gay'" (p. 53). Likc Henton. hc acknowlcdgcs that thc pcrccptual

cucs lor intonation and prosody are likely much morc complcx than what his study isable
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Studies that adopt an impressionistic methodology in the study of prosody tend to

look mainly at pitch (e.g., Gaudio, 1994), and generally explore attitudinal stances to

pitch properties rather than a direct assessment of the pitch propertiesthemselves.

!\ronovotieh (1976) finds that listeners judge male speakers on the variability oftheil

loudness and pitch, while they judge female speakers on the average of their loudness and

pitch. Rogers & Smyth (2003) examine the effect of pitch on listener's perception of

(male) speaker sexuality (i.e., gay or straight), and find no statistically signilieant

correlation. Likewise, Levon(2007) uses speech samples, digitally manipulated to

change the pitch range,and finds that the relationship between pitch variationanda

listener's impression of speaker sexuality can not be reliably reduced to one or two

variables

One downside of these approaches is that they are investigating the meanings that

listeners associate with prosodic (pitch) variation, ratherthan the perception of the

variationitself.l3ypresentingasetofaffectivescalesofpersonality/identitytraits(such

asgay/straight,assertive/submissive,friendly/unli'iendly),researchersareabletoprobe

specific attitudes, but they do not get at the degree to which listeners perceive the

presence (or absence) of prosodic variation. Additionally, much as with instrumental

studies, they generally focus on only one or two aspects of prosody, which may be

effectively forcing listeners to make judgments using only aspects of prosody that arc not

particularly salient to them.

It should also be noted that in the majority of the previous studies, speech samples

were taken from read speech rather than spontaneously spoken speech. Thisis

methodologically simpler, as it allows the researcher to control for context, lexical
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frequency, and speaker dyslluencies. Ilowever, it is overly simplistic to assume that read

and spontaneous speech are directly comparable. I-lowell & Kadi-Hanili's (1991) study

comparing the two modes of speech finds that, at least with respect to tone units, stresses

and pauses, '"material that has been read eannot be regarded as representative of

spontaneous speech" (p. J 69). Although they are not looking at pitch, they are

nevertheless working within a prosodic framework, investigating other clements of

prosodic variation.

In sum, then, research on prosodic variation has tended to focus on pitch

properties, while simultaneously acknowledging that pitch properties alone are most

likely not the sole source of relevant input rorlisteners. Early studies that were

impressionistic and subjective (e.g., Jespersen, 1922; Key, J972) tend to describe

women's voices as having more prosodic variation than men. often couched in

androcentric opinion about the inferiority ofwomen's voices generally. Later studies.

adopting a more quantitative approach, find little sex difTerence in pitch, and what

difTerences there are tend to suggest that men are more dynamic than women.

Nevertheless, popular opinion still argues that women have more expressive and dynamic

prosodies than men.

Since I am primarily interested in howprosodically variable speakers are

perceived to be, I am using listener impressions of speech samples rather than

instrumental measurements. Unlike previous impressionistic studies, however, I am less

concerned with the opinions and attitudes of the listeners towards the speakers; ratheLI

am interested in whether men or women. queer people or straight people, trans or cis. are

perceived as being more or less prosodically dynamic than one another. I will use

judge's ratings as a metric for speakers' prosodic variation, since any social meaning that
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prosody carries is only relevant ifit is detected by listeners.

6.3 Methodolof,,'Y

l3ecausethemethodology used in this study is somewhat unconventional, I will discuss it

step-by-step. so that it can be more easily reproduced.

6.3.1 Selection of recordings

In each of the six gender categories, the four highest-quality recordings were chosen lor

use in this study. Samples of speech were isolated and extracted li'om each of these

recordings, li'omthreedifferentcontexts: an explanatory passage. in which the speaker

has no particular cmotional engagcment in thc material; part of a funny story, cxcluding

actual laughter, as this study is not interested in the perceptual characteristics of non

linguistic cues; and a passage whcrc the speakcr is discussing something personal, or

something they have an emotional stake in. This yielded a total of 72 short samples of

speech. each between 9 and 12 seconds in duration. For the sake of making direct

comparison across speakers and gender groups, I excluded passages containing questions

(either direct or tag), as well as passages with direct reported speech. or containing

speech li'om anyone other than the participant.

6.3.2 Stimuli preparation

Next, I anonymized each of these samples using a stop Ilann band filter in Praat

(Boersma & Weenink, 2012), filtering over a range of frequencies from 500 to 16000 III.

(smoothing at 100 Hz). This made the speech itsclf unintelligible. while maintaining the

pitch properties, rhythm and tempos of the uttcrance, thus eliminating the possibility that
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listeners might be making judgments according to the lexical content, rather than to the

prosodic properties. Using Audacity (Audacity Team, 2010), each sample was amplilied

to approximately the same volume, to make the samples more directly comparable. The

amplitude peaks and troughs were maintained in this process; the amplitude was simply

increased across the board.

6.3.3 Selection oflistenCl's

Earlier studies (e.g., Labov, Ash & Boberg, 2006; Boberg, 2008; Clarke, 2010) posit

regional differences in Canadian English,whiehmay include different prosodic patterns.

To minimize this possible confound, I limitedjudges to people fi'om Ontario. In total, 12

judges were recruited, mostly from eastern and southeastern Ontario, using a friend-ol~a

friend networking strategy. Both queer and straight people were recruited, approximately

balanced for gcnder, and covering a wide age range.

6.3.4 Listening task

Each digitallile was given a unique four-character code according to a double-blind

scheme, so that the distribution of files across different playlistswould be random. Nine

playlists 01'24 segments were created in iTunes (Apple, 2012), such that each playlist was

difTerent than the other eight, and each file occurred on three playlists. Listeners were

asked to rate each segment on a seven-point Likert scale ranging from vely.f1al to velY

dynamic, according to the loose definitions provided in the instructions. The instructions

were deliberately vague, so as notto overly inlluence the judges' ratings by indicating

which cues they should be attending to.

I included myselfas a participant in this portion of the study, rating all 72
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anonymized samples using the same scale as the na"lve listeners. Because oflhe

anonymizationtechniqueand the randomization, I was unable to identify any of the

speech samples as belonging to any particular speaker, ensuring that I, too, was

responding solely to the prosodic contours. as were the other judges. I chose to

participate primarily to increase the number of ratings available lor statistical analysis, as

there was a limited pool of native Ontarians to draw from in Newfoundland and

Labrador.

6.3.5 Analysis

Each segment was rated by four judges as well as by me, for a total of five ratings. The

Likert scale was converted to a numeric scale ranging from J (very Oat) to 7 (vcry

dynamic), and the five scores for each segment were pooled and averaged, and a standard

deviation calculated. This provided both an estimate of how Oat or dynamic the judges

found each segment to be, as well as the degree of agreement between judges.

Next. the segments were grouped according to context (expository. funny.

personal) and gender, and were compared between groups, in three conligurations:

grouped by gender, grouped by context, and grouped by both context and gender. I ran

/\ OVAs to determine the statistical significance of the between-group differences: the

findings are presented in the next section.

6,-t Results

First. I will report on inter-rater reliability, as without a reasonably high degree of

agreement between judges, there can be little validity to the statistical analysis that

lollows. I will then discuss the findings according to each of the three eonligurations.
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6A.1 Intcl'-ratcl'reliability

!\s Figure 6.1 shows, more than half of the segments have standard deviations that I~lll

betwcen 0 and I (40 out 01'72 segments). This means that in the majority of cases.

approximately 70% of the responses were within 1 point of each other, on the provided

scale of I to 7. Given the vague nature of the instructions, and the fuzzy definition of

prosody provided, this presents quite eompellingcvidence that speakers share a common

sensc of prosodie variation. While there are some segments that showed higher standard

deviations. on the whole, judgcs tended to agree about how prosodically variable each

segment was.
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Figure 6.1: Inter-rater reliability

6.4.2 Gcnder

Collapsing the speech samples according to the gender of the speaker shows a

statistically significant correlation between gender and mean rating of dynamism,

F(5. 354) = 4.05, p= .001. Table 6.1 shows the mean ratings and standard deviations;

Table 6.2 provides pairwise comparisons of statistical signifieance. Straight women wcre

ratcd as having the most dynamic spcech overall, and trans womcn as having the least

dynamic speech. In fact, the only statistical significance to arise out of the post hoc tests
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Table 6.1: Mean ratings by gender
Gender Mcanrating St.J)cv.

straight women 4.42 1.48
quccrwomen 4.2 1.55
trans men 4.02 1.81
queer men 3.8 1.88
straight men 3.67 1.63
trans women 3.22 1.40

is between trans women and straight and queer women. This second point, the low rating

for the speech of trans women, may be in part due to the fact that many trans women, not

generally satislied with the pitch and overall quality of their voice, often speak fairly

quietly, as well as making conscious efforts to solicn their voice. Even though the speech

samples were amplified to control differences in recording volume, there may be

difTerentperceptual cues at different volumes; that is to say, small variations at a low

volume may be more detectable, or carry more social meaning,than the same variations

ata higher volume. Since the instructional delinitionofprosodic variation was

deliberately vague, it is entirely possible that speaker volume may have an elTect on the

perception of prosodic variation.

Table 6.2: Painvise tests for statistical significance
straight queel queer

men women men

NS NS NS p < .05 NS
NS NS NS NS

queer women NS p < .05 NS
queermcn NS NS
trans women NS

Italso worth noting that straight and queer men were rated ashav ingrelativcly

Ilatterspeech than queer or straight women. Several judges, ailercompleting the

listening task, commented that they tended to rate higher-sounding voices arc more

dynamic than lower-sounding ones. This may also partly explain the low rating given to
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trans women; while listening to their interviews, I noticed that many were using creaky

voice. Since creak is generally associated with low 170 (e.g., Keller,2005), there may be

a correlation between creak and low ratings of prosodic variation.

It is interesting to note that Yuasa(2010) found creaky voice to beassociatcd with

young women, as part of the stylistic prcsentation of upward mobility inCalitorniaand

Iowa. Although I did not conduct a study of voicc quality as part of this projcct, creaky

voice did not registerasapromincnt feature inthe intcrviewswith straight or queer

women, while it did in the interviews with trans women. It may be that I simply did not

noticc it, or it may be that crcaky voice docs not carry the samc social connotations in

OttawaasitdocsinYuasa'sstudy.

6.4.3 Context

Dividing the speech segments into groups according to levels of the speaker's personal

engagement with the context yielded some interesting findings, given in Table

6.3. There was a significant main effect lor context, 17(2, 357) = 22.92, P = .000, and post

Table 6.3: Mean rating by context
Context Mcan rating St. Dey.

funny 4.56 1.51
personal 3.92 1.65
expository 3.18 1.56

hoc tests revealed that all three groups are significantly different li·om each other (Table

6.4). As expected, expository contexts - those with the lowest predicted degree of

emotional engagement - showed the lowest rating, while personal contexts - predicted to

have the highest emotional content-had a higher rating. This supports the intuitive

notion that emotional engagement with the content of speech correlatesposilivelywith

prosodic variation. Funny contexts - where the speaker is building up to something
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Table 6.4: Pair'wisetests forstatisti
cal sionificance

personal expository
funny p < .OS p< .05
personal p< .05

humourous - havc the highcst mean rating, suggcsting that prosodic variation plays a part

in the pcrlonnancc of humour.

6.4.4 Gender' and context

Givcn thc stcreotypical association ofwomcn's spcech with both over-emotionalism and

cxccssivc pitch/intonational variation, it is quite possible that mcn-in particular, straight

mcn -may havc dcveloped communicativc strategics to avoid being perccivcd as

fcmininc-sounding in emotional contexts. To tease apart this potcntial intcraction. I

cxamincd cach of thc ratings of each contcxt within each gender group. Thc results arc

prcscntcd in Table 6.5.

Table 6.5: Mean nrting by gender and context
Context Mean rating 51. Dc\'. 5ig.

~~::~lg::lt i-~I~~l~lal ~7; ::~;
expository 3.8 1.44

funny 4.4 1.64

\;:1~1~;1 expository 4.3 1.66
personal 3.9 1.37
funny 4.75 1.68

queer personal 3.85 2.25

expository 2.8 1.00
funny 3.85 1.50
personal 3.4 1.27
expository 2.4 1.05
funny 5.5 1.24
personal 4.35 1.42
expository 2.2 0.83

First.notc that thc contextual differences are not statistically significant lor all
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groups, only for queer men (F(2, 57) = 6.41, p= .003), for trans women (F(2, 57) = 6.67.

p= .002) and for trans men (F(2, 57) = 47.26, p= .000). Table 6.6 provides pairwise

comparisons within each of these gender groups. In these three groups, the ranking in

terms how dynamic each context is remains stable: the most dynamic is the funny

Table 6.6: Pairwise tests for statistical
significance

quccr
personal Cxposilory

funny NS p<.05
mcn

personal NS
personal expository

funny NS p< .05
pcrsonal p< .05

personal cxpository
funny p < .05 p < .05
personal p< .05

context, followed by the personal context, and then the expository context is the least

dynamic. This is the ranking observed in the overall context analysis. These three

groups also have the largest spread from highest to lowest mean scores. which suggests

that they may consciously modulate their prosody contours contextually. Given the very

high salience of prosody as a gender marker for trans speakers, this is not at all

surprising; ifspeakers are consciously aware that something can index (or fail to index)

their gender identity easily, they arc more likely to pay attention to this aspect of their

speech.

Despite not being selected as statistically significant. the patterning and general

trends for straight women and men and queer women is nevertheless interesting. Straight

men and queer women pattern similarly; crucially, their personal contexts arc both

ranked the lowest, while for straight women, personal contexts are ranked the highest.

This suggests that straight women convey emotional engagement through dynamic usc of

prosody, while straight men and queer women express it through flat prosodic contours.
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6.5 Discussion

Thc phonctic correlates of prosody are difficult to assess, owing in part to the long

rccognized complexity of the phenomenon (e.g., Dilligan & Lynn, 1973; Pcppc, 2009).

By contrast, it is considerably easier to gauge listener perception of prosody as a holistic

cntity, sincc this approach does not require the prosodic signal to bc dccomposcd into

discretc, measurable components. Furthermore, in studies such as this onc, exactly hoI\' a

pcrson prescnts Identity X is of less social importance than whetherornotthcpcoplc

around thcm perceive the X-ness of their identity.

Transscxual speakers uniformly claim that women speak with greater intonational

and prosodic variety than men. Trans men report learning to speak with flattcrinllection,

and trans women report training themselves to be more dynamic. Trans men are ovcrall

less dynamic than either straight or queer women, but they are nevertheless more

dynamic than straight or queer men. Transwomenareapparentlythc Icastdynamic, but

as notcd above, voice quality may be playing morcofa part in perccption than thc

speakcrsrcalize. While they are conscientious in modulating their pitch,thcy may bc

neglecting to also modulate other prosodic indices. This could be partly duc to thc

realiticsoftransition for trans women, who gct no vocal assistancc from hormones. but

rather must train their voices into a higher register. By contrast, trans men gcncrally

cxpcricnce a significant voice change within six months of starting testostcronc

trcatmcnts (Brown & Rounslcy, 1996: 134- 135).

The finding that funny contexts are more dynamic than serious ones is not

particularly surprising. Vocal engagement is often a big part of the success (or failurc)of

a joke; indccd, there is a term ~ deadpan - lor humourists who do not make use of

prosodic variation as part of their performancc, suggesting that using Ilat intonation is
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morc marked than using prosody constructivcly.

Two of the possible strategies that speakers use to signal emotional cngagcmcnt

cither incrcasing prosodic variation, ordccreasing it-showevidenccofgcndcrcd

prcfCrcncc in this study. Straightmcn and queer women use nattcr-sounding prosodic

cucs whcn discussing emotional things, whereas straight womcn usc more dynamic

soundingcucs. Again, this isnol surprising: if the dynamic expression oremotional ups

and-downs is associated with femininity, then we mighl expect that straight mcn would

avoid it, and this is what the evidence shows. Theractthatqueermcnarcmorcdynamic

than straight mcn in cmotional contexts adds support to the idea that straight mcn avoid

sounding too dynamic - dynamic expression of emotion signals cntirely the wrong

idcntity. Similarly, queer women may be able to signal theirnon-heteroscxuality by

likewise steering clear or excessive displays of emotionality. It is not that they arc trying

to sound likc mcn, but rather that thcy are tryingnol to sound like straight women.

6.6 Conclusion

Whilethcmcthodologyrorthisstudyissomewhatunorthodox,lhave shown that

mcaningful rcsultscan be obtained through its use. The fact thatjudgcsshowa high

dcgrcc oragrccmcnt about what constitutes prosody, even without having a rormal

dcrinition to usc as a bcnchmark, implies that it is a sociolinguistically salicnt aspcct or

gcndcrandidentity. Furthermore,themcanratingsrcachcdstatisticalsignilicanccinthc

majority ofcascs overall, suggesting that having the judges listen to anonymized and dc

Icxificd specch samplcs does not, in fact, impede the imprcssion isticasscssmcntor

prosodic variation.

This study is easily replicable by otherrescarchcrs, as it istcchnicallyquitc
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simple to modify the recordings. One disadvantage is thaI, with fuzzy instructions. it is

impossible to establish exactly which cues listeners are responding to. In using this

methodology in the future, an exit questionnaire explicitly asking thejudges to describe

what criteria they used in assessing each sample would be inered iblyuseful. If there

were a high degree of agreement between judges, lor example, it would provide direction

for future acoustic studies of prosodic variation. On the other hand, if there were very

little agreement betweenjudges as to which phonetic cues were relevant to prosody - that

is, ifdifferent speakers attend to different subsets of the cluster of phonetic features

then it could goa long way to explaining the discrepancies between some of the previous

acoustic studies.

Despite its limitations, however, this methodology does allow the listener to

holistically assess perceptions, which is perhaps more realist ie. When we listen to

someone speak, we are attuned to more than one or two elements of the speech signal at a

given moment, and it is entirely possible that different listeners weight the various

clements differently. The high degree of agreement between judges, then, suggests that

holistic and impressionistic judgments on prosodic variation are robust enough that

researchers can be confident that judges have tuned into productive indices of speaker

identity.
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Chaptcr7

Discussion and conclusion

lWei view identity not simply as a psychological mechanism olsell~

classification that is reflected in people's social behavior bllt ruther as

something that is constituted through social action. and especially

thl'Ough language.

(Bucholtz & Hall,2005: 588)

7.1 Introduction

This study cxamines thrcc variables that index gcndcrin somcwayoranothcr: thc

sociophonetic variable of[s],the lexical variable of intensiiiers,andthcsuprasegmcntal

variable of prosody. Each variable has a different degree ofsaliencc and conscious

awarcncss within the population, with rcspect to gender diffcrcnces. In particular, I am

interested in variables that are (or arc not) part of the communi ty-Ievel discourse within

thc trans community in Ottawa. The ovcrwhelming majority of trans speakcrs stated

cxplicitly that prosodic variation is highly correlated with gender, with womcn having a

moredynamiccxpression than men. Many of the trans speakers also mcntioncd that

womcn use more noweryand descriplive language, which I operationalizedthroughthc

useofintensificrs. Nobody expressed a pcrccived gender difference on a scgmcntal

phonetic level, although a few of the cissexual speakers commented on thc 'gay lisp',

whichthcywerequicktopointoutwasnot,infact,alisp,butanoverall quality ofvoicc

that thcy could not pin down, Thc selcction of these threc variablcs, taken togcthcr,

providcs an interesting cross-structural glimpse into the gendered system of linguistic
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choicc in Ottawa.

Thc main rescarch qucstion at the outset was one of deliberatc languagc choicc:

who do transscxuals look to as a modcl for gendcrcd linguistic practicc? Thc answcr

sccms to bc: no onc, cxactly. Rather than adopt thc linguistic norms or any particular

gcndcr group, including participants in thc queer community, trans speakcrs seem to steer

clear of especially gender-marked forms altogethcr. There are a few possible reasons lor

this. It may be that trans speakers arc using a language system in transition. moving li'om

the social norms of men to those of women, or vice versa, in parallel with their physical

transition. It may also be due to an incomplete or inaccurate acquisition orgenderlcct at

an early age; many transsexuals report that they have always known their bodies were the

wrong scx (e.g., CTYS. 2008), so thcy may have tried to emulate the speech patterns or

their identified gender. rather than that of their biological sex. Alternatively. they could

be selectively choosing which linguistic cues to attend to. creating their own unique

system or expression.

The transsexual participants in the OTC report high degrees or linguistic

engagemcnt with the practice of gender, so I have chosen to interpret thcse lindings

through the lens of identity practices. There are two broad strategies that speakers can

usc in prcsenting their gender: positive identity practices, such as the adoption of

appropriate forms; and negative identity practices, such as the avoidance or inappropriate

forms. Each of the variables I looked at paints a somewhat dirrerent picture, suggesting

that identity practice is not an all-or-nothing strategy. There is evidence that everyonc

not just trans speakers-constructs and modulates thcir idcntity through linguistic

perrormance.
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7.2 Gcndcrcd linguistic patterns

There arc a lew overall trends that emerge in this study. First, the queer men and straight

men in the OTC have quite distinctive linguistic characteristics, suggesting that one or

both of these groups feel the social need to differentiate themselves from the other. There

is a widespread notion that the speech of gay men mirrors that of women (sec e.g.,

LakolT, 1975; Gaudio, 1994; Smyth & Rogers, 2008). which may account lor straight

men striving to sound non-feminine. By contrast, queer women and straight women tend

to have similar patterns (with the exception of prosodic variation, discussed below in

section 7.2.3). This suggests that the women in the OTC do not (eel the same degree of

social pressure to demonstrate their differences the way that their male counterparts do

(sec Livia & Hall, 1997 for a discussion of lesbian identity and language). Indeed.

Cameron (20 II) raises the question of whether the speech of lesbians can be

differentiated from that of straight women, at least in mainstream society.

Another general trend observed here is that the linguistic behaviour of transsexual

speakers is less consistent overall than thatoftheircissexual peers. Where straight and

queer men tend to maximize their differences, and straight and queer women neutralize

theirs. trans speakers seem to vary their strategies. Although this project examines only

three variables. it seems plausible to extrapolate that the strategy used depends on the

overt gender indexicality of the form. In cases where there is a high degree of conscious

awareness of the social meaning ofa form, speakers usc a different approach than when

there is a low degree of awareness.

The different strategies arc discussed in greater detail in the following sections.

where I will revisit the findings of each variable.
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7.2.1 lsi

With the production [s], we saw that there are three clusters ofspeakers: {straight men},

{straight and queer women}, and {queer men and transsexuals}. The first two groups

occupy the extremes, with {straight men} producing [s] with a low CofG and a high

mean skewness, and {straight and queer women} having a high CofG and negative

skewness. The third group falls halfway between the others on both scales. Given the

social markedness ofa 'gay accent', and the probability that [sj is implicated in this

accent to some degree, it seems likely that straight men are making an effort not to sound

gay or ICminine. The putative femininity of gay may speech is supported by this pattern.

or at least, it is not contradicted. The phonetiesof[s] produced by queer men arc closer

to those of women than to those of straight men, which in turn makes it easier lor straight

men to alter their production of[s] in the opposite direction. Straight men also show less

inter-speaker variation on both of these measures than other gender groups, suggesting

that the 'acceptable' rangeofheteronormative masculinity is much narrower than that of

femininity or any of the queer identities.

The trans speakers clustering with queer men isalso interesting. It may be that, at

least on a phonetic level, trans speakers uniformly take queer men as their model of

gendered speech. Since the trans participants in this study identify as queer, this is

entirely possible. On theotherhand,sinee the queer men pattcrn midway between

{straight men} and {straight and queer women}, this could also be evidence that the trans

speakers are in process of changing their production, with trans men moving towards the

masculine end of the spectrum, and trans women towards the feminine end. Without

further study -examining either the same speakersata later point in time, ordilTcrcnl

speakers further along in their transition-this distinction cannot be made. Ineither
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event. trans speakers seem to be avoiding either gender extreme: the unilaterally

masculine.ortheunquestionablyfCminine.

7.2.2Intcnsificrs

For straight and queer speakers, the findings for intensifiers parallclthose of previous

studies (Tagliamonte, 2008; Tagliamonte & Uscher, 2009), with women intensifying

more than men generally, and with so and prelly being the two most gender-implicated

variants. Additionally, we saw that gender differences were less pronounced in the quecr

community than in the straight population.

The story is somewhat more complicated lor trans speakers. Trans men intensily

the most overall, by a considerable margin, while trans women show rates comparable to

cissexual men and women. Where trans men and women are similar is in their avoidance

of both so and prelly, which signal feminine and masculine identity, respectively. It is

fairly obvious why they would choose to avoid the variants that index the wrong gender

that is, trans men avoiding so and trans women avoiding prelly - but it is less obvious

why they should not adopt those that index the right gender. It cannot simply be a

qucstion of salience; although prelly is not an intuitively masculine intensilier. so is very

decidedly a feminine one. So why do we not see trans women using it?

The answer lies in the relative productivity of negative and positive identity

practices: avoiding doing the wrong thing is more important than being seen doing the

right one. Mistakes are more noticeable than correctness, more jarring. For trans

speakers, who do not want to draw attention to the fact that they are transsexual. but want

instead to be secn simply as men and women, the social cost of saying the wrong thing is

potentially too high.
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This is particularly true for trans women, more so than for trans men. Trans men.

having the physical advantages of testosterone to help sell their transitioned identity, have

much greater freedom in exploring the presentation of their gender than do trans women

Any person with facial hairand a deep voice isassumedtobeaman, whateverllavourof

masculinity they are performing, be it ultra-masculine jock ness or hyper-effeminate

queerness. Trans women, on the other hand, do not undergo anywhere near as drastic a

physical transformation under the effect of estrogen, which has next to no impact on

either facial hairorvoice; rather, trans women pursue depilatory treatments to rid

themselves of unwanted beards, and consciously work to train their voices out of the

masculine register. Trans men may be assumed to be incredibly, flamboyantly gay, but

they are almost always read as men, particularly after an extended period on testosterone.

Trans women, regardless of how long they have been taking estrogen, always run the risk

of being read as men in drag, and so are more constrained in the range of permissible

presentations offCmininity.

7.2.3 Prosodic variation

This is the variable with the highest degree of speaker awareness, and the highest

consensus of what constitutes masculine-and feminine-sounding speech. Giventhc

extremely high degree of salience of this variable within the trans community, it is not

surprising to find that trans speakers seem to use prosodic variation constructively morc

than any other group.

While there are overall gender and contextual diflcrencesin howthe speech

samples are rated for variability, the most interesting differences, perhaps the most

relevant ones to this discussion, are found when gender and context are considered
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together. Straight women encode emotional involvement through the use or varied

prosody, while straight men and queer women encode it through Ilat prosodic contours.

That this pattern is also seen in the speech or queer women suggests that the dynamic

expression or emotion is strongly associated with heterosexual femininity, an identity that

neither straight men nor queer women want to communicate to the world.

l3y contrast, trans speakers are making deliberate use or prosodic variation,

showing the most statistically-significant differences between contexts. These speakers

espouse prosodic variation as an inherently gender-marking signal or identity, and show

strong elleets or context in their use of prosodic variation. This suggests that, at some

level, they arc employing positive identity practices.

7.3 Identity pnlctices

Throughout this discussion, I have been using the terms positive and negative identity

practice witha fairly loose definition: identity practice is what a person docs to create

and present their identity. In ract, academic constructions or identity and identity practice

are considerably more complicated than this simple idea, and draw rrom traditions or

linguistics, anthropology, sociology, philosophy, and reminism, to name a rew.

The framework which perhaps is most appropriate ror this study, and this

discussion of its results, is that of sociocultural linguistics (Bucholtz & Hall, 2005).

They define identity as "the social positioning ofselrand other" (p.586), and develop live

principles that underpin the framework,two of which are partie ularlyrelevanthere:

• The emergence principle: "Identity is best viewed as the emergent product rather

than the pre-existing source or linguistic and other semiotic practicesand

therefore as fundamentally a social and cultural phenomenon" (p.588)
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• 7'l7e partialness principle: "Any given construction of identity may be in part

deliberate and intentional,in part habitual and hence lessthanfullyeonseious

[..T (p.606)

These two principles allow us to situate the findings of this slUdy within a larger

discourse of identity and speaker agency.

The emergence principle requires that gender be learned rather than innate. and

socially and culturally dcfined rather than universal. In this context. then. we should

expect that socially relevant divisions in Oltawa-such as masculine/feminine,

queer/straight- will bc rcflectcd in difrcrent linguistic practices. which is precisely what

we lind. Straight men, perhaps out of fear of losing the enormous social capital

associated with heternormativemasculinity, position themselvesasseparateanddistincl

from either femininity or queerness. Queer speakers, not caught up in the heterosexual

marketplace (Eckert. 1996), neutralize the differences observed in straight speakers.

Transsexual speakers negotiate a complicated space between the gendered norms.

constructing their gendered identities via whichever linguistic resources they can access.

The partialness principle confirms that some aspects of the performance of gender

can be more conscious than others. A speaker does not have to be able to map out the

boundaries. or even be able to articulate a concise definition. of a sociolinguistically

relevant variable in order to usc it productively. In this data. we sec clear gender patterns

ina low-salience variable such as the production of[s], as well asina higher-salience

variable such as prosody. This principle also allows speakers to usedifTerent strategies

with difTerent variables, without compromising the integrity of the identity-practice

model asa whole. Inconsistency is not a barrier that must be overcome, but a natural and

integral part of performing gender.
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7.4 Looking forward

This study, although limited in scope, has demonstrated that speakers havc considcrablc

agcncy ovcr how thcy construct and pcrform their idcntities. I havc focused on gcndcr,

asit is both an extrcmely salient social factor and has a documentcd inlluenceon

linguistic choicc. Furthermore, I have chosen to explorc a non-binary construction of

gcndcr. While there are doubtless many other nuances of gender presentationthatarc

glossed ovcr by the admittedly broad six-way gender split I have employed hcrc, if wc

takcthisstudyasastartingpointrathcrthananendpoint,wearcprcscntcdwithawcalth

ofpossibilitics for future research.

From a variationist point ofvicw, one of the chief constraints on how wc

operationalize the boundaries of a community is how many spcakers wc havc access to.

Forthc study ofa particular variable to rcach statistical significancc, more than a handful

of tokens arc neccssary; and [orthc results ofa study to be generalizablc, 11l0rethana

handful of participants are required. To continuc to explore thc manifold prescntationsof

gcnder that are possible, we will need to continue to collect sociolinguistic intcrvicws

rcprcscnting as many different gender and sexual identities as possible. Ottawa continucs

to bc a good candidate for the collection of such interviews, as it has a fairly divcrsc

population. and a reasonablyclosc-knit collectionofsub-communitics. Linguistic

variation may play apart in the social differcntiation of the bear from thct\vinksub

communities, lor instancc, or between butch dykes andjel11l11es, but this will rcquirc a

considcrablc investment of time and effort in expanding the OTe. Similarly, thc

inclusion ofoldcrspcakcrs may shed more light on the purportedage/ideology split inthc

trans community, and recruiting trans participants who arc furtheralong in thcirtransition

will help to answer the question of whether the patterns observed hercaretransitional,or
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static. Furthcrmore, the construction of corpora akin to the aTe in other cities, and in

other languages, is an equally compelling task, and one will eventually allow lor cross

constituent comparisons of the linguistic performance of gender.

We can also expand the umbrella or variables that we examine. In this study, I

chose three variables of three different levels of meta linguistic awareness on the part or

speakers. I am particularly interested in which domains of language are especially

accessible to speakers, and the findings of this study suggest a relationship between the

conscious awareness ofa variable's indexicality and whether it is more suitable 101

positive identity practices (adoption ora lorm)or for negative ones (avoidance). Other

variables that might be of interest include quotative constructions (lsaidvs I \I'enl vs I

was like, lor example), the use of tag questions (II's a nice day, isn '{ il?) and other IllIers

(such as 11111 andyollknow), and furthersociophonetic variables (including [s] in other

contexts, released [t], and regional vowel shirts, e.g. Labov, 1991).

With furthcrvariables, and with an expanded corpus of speakers. the relationship

bellVeen salience and accessibility will be more accurately examincd. and the social

nuances of each variable will contribute to the overall understanding or the construction

and presentation of gender.
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Appendix A

Ottawa Trans Corpus information

Notes:
• FtM= female-to-maletranssexual (trans woman)
• MtF = male-to-female transsexual (trans man)
• r= straight, eissexual woman
• Fq = queer, eissexual woman
• M=straighl.eissexualman
• Mq = queer, eissexual man
• an asterisk (*) after a gender code indicates that this person identilies as

genderfluid, genderqueeror transgender, not as transsexual

OTC Speaker
code code Pseudon'm Gender Aoe Time
001 Eric Lennon FtM 24 1:35
002 Andre Dube FtM 21 1:24
003 Adam Kingsley FtM 22 1:37
004 Anthony Long FtM 18 1:19
005 Simon Nelson FtM * 24 1:13
006 Nick McManus FtM 27 1:32
007 Stefan Bernard FtM 38 1:25
008 Alan Sealy FtM 31 1:21
009 Edward Keller FtM 24 1:28
010 Mitchell Laroque FtM 23 0:38
011 Chris I-luang FtM 21 1:01
012 Chloe Morgan FtM * 19 1:11
013 Alicia Reynolds Mtr * 57 1:21
014 Cynthia Vilmers Mtr 30 1:33
015 Kristine Komaek Mtr 28 1:34
016 Rose Granville MtF 39 1:33
017 Meredith Jones MtF 57 2:12
018 TrishaJameson Mtr 38 1:46
019 Fiona Henrikson MtF 22 2:16
020 Linda Underhill MtF 25 2:16
021 Sandra Patton Mtr 76 2:20
022 Jordan Deguerre FtM 51 2:07
10J John Kingston M 31 1:37
102 Rebecca Smyth F 29 1:40
103 Alison Kidd r 30 1:12
104 Simon Winston M 29 1:16
105 Jennifer Franklyn r 22 1:07

con',
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OTe Speaker
eode eode Pseudonym Gender Age Time

106 Renata Morden F 38 1:36
107 Brenda Soren F 60 1:09
108 Linda Murray F 41 1:58
109 Krista Mallory F 52 1:09
110 JenniferO'Driscoll r 30 1:39
111 Sarah Macintyre F 43 1:23
201 F MeganWuthering Fq 22 1:02
202 A Jonathan Earle Mq 24 1:27
203 G Catherine Loughton Fq 22 1:35
204 D Scott Khalid Mq 26 1:06
205 B Lucas Williams Mq 25 1:33
206 C Daniel Lafontaine Mq 31 1:29
207 Thomas Derrick Mq 33 1:56
208 Greg Wilson Mq 36 1:14
209 Dora Rodriguez Fq 37 1:26
210 Robin Mersey Fq 24 1:15
211 Aiden Laramie Mq 24 1:20
212 Grace Garland Fq 57 1:50
213 Valerie Battersea Fq 24 1:38
214 Caroline Roland Fq 27 1:20
215 Vincent Donovan Mg 31 1:35
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Appendix B

Pnlat scripts used

High-pass filter only

select Sound untitled
Filter (formula). if x<1000or x>22000 then 0 else self fi;
rectangular band filter

select Sound untitled filt
stl = Get start time -
To Spectrum .. yes

c1 =Get centre of gravity.
sl =Get skewness. 1

fileappend "/Users/evanhazenberg/Desktop/s_bigrange_1S4" 'tab$'
'c1' 'tab$' 'sl' 'newline$'

2. High- and low-pass filters

select Sound untitled
Filter (formula). if x<1000 or x>13000 then 0 else self fi:
rectangular band filter

select Sound untitled filt
stl = Get start time -
To Spectrum. yes

c1 =Get centre of gravity.
sl =Get skewness. 1

fileappend "/Users/evanhazenberg/Desktop/s_smallrange_1S4" 'stl' 'tab$'
'c1' 'tab$' 'sl' 'newline$'
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Appendix C

W,'ittcn inst.-uctiolls ro,' p,'osody judgcs

The purpose or this experiment is to measure how mueh prosodic variation people
perceive when they listen to men and women speak.

What is prosodic variation? It"s changes in the pitch and rhythm or speech.

This kind or speech has lots or ups and downs, as well as changing stress and rhythm
pallerns. We will call this kind or speech dynamic.

eor l

This kind orspecch has very lillie intonational 'movcment". We will call this kind or
speech flat.

In this experiment, you will hear 24 segments or speech, each between 9 and 12 seconds
long. In each segment. the words that the speaker is saying have been digitally blurred,
so lhat the content or the speech is indecipherable. You will not be provided with any
inrormation about the speaker (e.g., age, gender, CIC.), so thc only thing you will be
responding to is the variation in the prosodie properties of the segment.

Each segment has been given a [our leller code, and a scale that ranges rrom vCI'y flat to
vc"y dynamic. i\fier listcning to each segment, eheek the box on the corresponding
scale that best approximates how flat or dynamic you think the segment was. You can
listen to each segmcnt as many times as you like before making your decision, but don't
worry about beingexaetly right. I'm primarily interested in your intuition about the
speech segment you hear, so your first instinct is probably the 'right' answcr.

Thank you rortaking the time to complete this experiment.
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